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University
distributes
bond info
By LYNDA EDWARDS
To publicize Virginia's $125
million bond issue. Vice
President of Public Affairs
Ray Sonner has sent an 18
page "informational packet"
and voter registration information to James Madison
University faculty and Board
of Visitors members.
A letter endorsing the bond
issue has been sent to JMU
alumni by Board o! Visitors
member Inez Roop.
The bond issue has allotted
$3.2 million for construction of
a School of Education building
for JMU. "I'm optimistic
about this bond issue, Sonner
said. "Eight years ago a
general obligation bond was
voted in. Money from that
bond issue built Godwin Hall."
The 1969 $81 million bond
issue was presented on the
ballot in a different way than
the 1977 bond issue will be
presented.
"The 1969 ballot let people
vote 'for' or 'against' the
entire bond referendum,"
Sonner explained. "This year,
people will vote on each one of
the bond issue's five separate
parts."
This bond issue includes
different amounts of monev
for
higher
education,
correctional facilities, mental
health facilities, parks and
recreation,
and
improvement of state ports.
Rather than vote " yes" or
'Continued on Page .':!>
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Library campaign
urged by Carrier
Shift in priorities

THE PRESIDENT AND THE PRESIDENT. Mike DeWitt. SGA
president, listens as JMU President Ronald Carrier addresses the
SGA senate Tuesday.
Photo by Wayne Partlow

By TOM DL'LAN
The student body must
cooperate in launching a
"massive campaign" supfiorting construction of a
ibrary addition "as soon as
the bond issue passes," James
Madison University President
Ronald Carrier told the
Student Government
Association Tuesday.
A new School of Education
building had priority when
building funds were applied
for, Carrier explained, and
$3.2 million of the funds included in the November bond
proposal have been approved
for such construction at JMU.
Priorities might be shifted
toward building the library
now, "but can't be because
the School of Education
building is included in the
bond issue," he said.
Virginia voters will decide

Dorm residents get city permits
Students park on street instead of behind Shenandoah
By LYNDA EDWARDS
Eighteen of the 33
Shenandoah Apartment
residents own city stickers
allowing them to park off
campus, according to City
Treasurer
Marshall
Firebaugh.
James Madison University
owns a parking lot behind

Electronic checking may
be used in dining hall
By KAREN HOBBS
(A decision on an electronic
checking system for Gibbons
Dutihg Hall will be made
within three weeks, according
to' Robert Griffin, food services director.
Chances for the new system
are very good and, if approved, the system could be
installed by the spring
semester, Griffin said.
The electronic system
would be used by students
with food services contracts,
both in the dining hall and
with transfer tickets at Dukes
Grill.
The system, used at the
University of Virginia,
Radford College and Virginia
Commonwealth
University
would help shorten lines and
save waiting time.
New ID pictures would
have to be made of students
with contracts, because
identification cards would be
necessary to enter the dining
hall.
Although the IDs would
have to be carried at all times,
a student could enter the
dining hall through any entrance. Griffin said.
With this system, a new
plan for packed lunches could
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also
be
implemented.
Students on a tight schedule
could net a packed lunch at
breakfast, and the system
would check the student off for
lunch. The lunches could then
be eaten outside the dining
hall at the student's convenience.
Another possibility with the
electronic
system
is
eliminating weekend breakfast in the dining hall, and
offering breakfast only in
Dukes Grill. Only 300-400
students eat breakfast on
weekends, according to
Griffin,
Also, during the week a
student could use transfer
tickets almost any time after
12:30 p.m. in the campus
center. From noon to 12:30 is
the rush of commuters and
faculty, he said, and after that
period transfer tickets could
be used.
Currently tickets have
helped cut down on dining hall
lines at those times. Griffin
said.
As a result, Dukes Grill has
eliminated items such as
grilled cheese sandwiches,
which take longer to prepare.
It now concentrates on fast
i ontiniied on Page KM

Shenandoah, which is located
on Patterson Street west of
Main, but does not allow
students to park in it, according to Mike Webb,
director of residence halls.
Only Shenandoah's head
resident was given a campus
sticker for the lot, he said.
The lot behind Shenandoah is
designated as 0 lot, mainly for
non-student parking.
As a result, Shenandoah's
students have been allowed to
buy city stickers and park
their cars along both sides of
Patterson Street.
This
parking arrangement upsets
many of the street's residents.

Kenneth Kyger of Kyger
and Trobaugh Funeral Home,
on the corner of Patterson and
Main streets, complained to
the city council Sept. 13 about
student parking.
Kyger and Trobaugh was
required to have 20 or more
off-street parking spaces
before opening, Kyger said.
"It seems as if (JMU) is
exempt from ordinances that
apply to the rest of the city,"
he said.
"Residences are
required to provide a parking
space for every two roomers.
Shenandoah doesn't because it
is a dorm." .
(Continued on Page 5)

the fate of the $125 million
bond referendum at the polls
on November 8. About $86.5
million of the sum is slated for
improvements in higher
education.
Provided the bond issue
passes. Carrier will request
that top priority be given to
the library addition, which
would have to be approved by
the State Council for Higher
Education in Virginia, he said.
"I strongly encourage
every student on this campus
who is eligible to vote to
register
and
vote
on
November 8.
The bond
referendum is at stake," SGA
President Mike DeWitt said
The university's "mission
statement," which "determines the direction of the
institution,' is to be re-written
this year, hopefully by
Christmas. Carrier said.
Carrier will appoint a
committee composed of
faculty, students, alumni,
and "probably" representatives of the administration,
community and Board of
Visitors, according to Alice
Liggett. Carrier's secretary.
Carrier plans to hold
hearings on the proposed
statement next year and
"hopes to have it ready for
approval by the Board of
Visitors for 1978-79, she said.
The mission statement
would determine "who we
should serve, how many and
how we should serve." Carrier
said.
Also at Tuesday's SGA
meeting, Terry Downing was
elected
Chairman
Pro
Tempore, defeating Peggy
Dennison in a run-off election
(Continued on Page ID

Job search tactics explained
By THERESA BE ALE
"Any job search starts by looking inward," a national authority on manpower and
employment told James Madison University
students Tuesday. "It is a major rip-off for you
to look for a job without looking into yourself
first."
Tom Jackson, author of "The Hidden Job
Market," presented "Guerilla Tactics in the
Job Market" to a large audience in Wilson
Tuesday night.
The workshop, which Jackson is conducting
at 75 college campuses across the nation, was
co-sponsored by the Campus Program Board
and the Career Planning and Placement Office
as part of its "Career Design '77" program.
Your work life should be no different from
your social life since the average work life is
about 10,000 days, according to Jackson. It is
an "invention of the world" that your attitudes
toward your work and social activities should
differ, he said.
Jackson described work as a "game." "The
problem is people get into a game they don't
want to play." he said. "Work is an opportunity
to be who you are."
Throughout the two and one. half hour
session, Jackson presented "specific nuts and
bolts, techniques and tactics to use to create a
game for yourself to play." The first thing
you should consider is combining your skills

with your interests to establish a job target, he
said.
If a random survey of persons five to ten
years out of college was taken, two out of five
would say they hate their jobs, according to
Jackson. Another two would say their jobs
were "O.K." because their ideas and expectations of work are so bad that their present
jobs seem mediocre, he said. The best solution
to this problem is to examine your own personal needs and establish a job target accordingly, Jackson said.
Once a job target is established, "it's not the
best qualified people who get the best jobs, it's
those who are most skilled in job finding"
according to Jackson. "Grades are nothing if
you don't have a system of delivering them."
The job applicant should "produce more
value than it costs," Jackson said. You should
demonstrate to the employer that you are
looking for a job because of value or what you
can offer to that company instead of seeking a
job out of neccessity.
The job applicant should develop a process
to identify potential employers, not job
positions, since 85 per cent of the available jobs
are not advertised, he said. The normal job
turnover is 20 to 25 per cent each year, Jackson
said, adding that the job applicant should be
constantly communicating for job openings.
(Continued on Page 7)
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Red tape ruins
medical care
By BILL BORGES
For the past 40 years,
Americans have turned to the
federal government for a
solution to every perceived
problem, and all they have
gotten is more problems.
Almost without exception,
the problems apparent in the
United States today are the
result of past government
intrusion into the free society.
Now we hear that the health
care "crisis" can only be
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Virginia's freak show
'By Dwayne Yancey
More than four weeks remain before
Election Day, but already the campaign has
sunk to such a low level that it boggles the
mind to consider what it will be like in the final,
vicious days of the campaign.
Henry Howell hinted that John Dalton might
be a crook, Dalton came close to calling Howell
a liar, and that was even before the calendar
had turned over into October.
Now, when it still requires the turning of a
page to see November, Republican
Congressman J. Kenneth Robinson has termed
Howell "the most dangerous man who has ever
sought public office in Virginia" and signed a
letter calling him a "radical."
If all this is happening in the early days of
October one shudders at the thought of what
lies ahead as the heat of the campaign jumps
geometrically in an inverse relationship with

the heat outside.
Before we get too involved in taking all of
this campaign nonsense too seriously, I think it
fitting and proper to take time and reflect on
the subtle humor in the 1977 campaign.
The subliminal satire in this year's election
seems to know no bounds.
Virginia was once termed "a politcal
museum piece" because of its reliance on the
ancient order of politics of family and blood.
That may be so, but I also submit that
Virginia politics this year look more like a
freak show.
To quote Shakespeare's Fabian in "Twelfth
Night," "if this were played upon a stage it
would be condemned as improbable fiction."
For example, who in their right mind would
have ever thought that Henry Howell, the
liberal who has spent all of his life running
against the Byrd organization, and Ed Lane,
! the conservative who grew up in it, would not
only run together on the same ticket but
profess undying support for each other?
If the sight of Howell and Lane strolling
arm-iri-afm' across the Old Dominie* (it's '
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difficult to tell which one has been converted)
is enough to stir a chuckle, consider the
Republican's candidate for attorney general,
J. Marshall Coleman.
After winning the GOP nomination by
posturing himself as the "true conservative,"
Coleman proceeded to run an end around
Lane's left and pick off the support of the
Virginia Education Association, the Crusade
for Voters, and almost got the AFL-CIO
backing as well, all three of which were in
Howell's back pocket awaiting delivery to
Lane.
The very thought of a Republican conservative getting votes from the same constituency as Henry Howell must be a very
unsettling prospect for not only the Republican
heirarchy but for the Democrats as well.
How can John Dalton run against collective
bargaining, repeal of right-to-work and wildeyed liberals when a good many of those are
supporting his running mate?
How can Henry Howell
say that the
Democrats are the only party to respond to the
need of blacks, public employees, and labor
when a good many are casting a wary eye on
his new-found friend?
Oh, the problems Dalton and Howell must
have explaining their running mates to their
supporters.
If that is not enough to qualify Virginia for
some sort of unusual award, there are more
strange happenings.
Where else but Virginia could a Republican
governor announce that he was voting for the
Democratic candidate for attorney general
and be greeted by a) all the Republicans
saying they understood perfectly and b) the
Democrats not being particularly excited, and
indeed, a little bit apprehensive. I guess after
all these years of "Democrats for Nixon,"
"Democrats for Godwin," and "Democrats for
Ford," they don't know what to do when a
Republican crosses party lines.
Where else but Virginia could
John
Dalton. admittedly running behind in the polls
and lacking the name recognition of his opponent, withdraw from a debate which was to
be televised statewide?
The list is practically endless.
We have candidates who seem to be running on their weaknesses. Chuck Robb's
greatest drawback, for instance, is his nonVirginia background (Heavens above, a
carpetbagger?), so what does he do? He runs
on the slogan of "A Virginian for Virginia."
No even many Republicans can recite what
John Dalton has done as lieutenant governor
> Continued''on Page :•>)

First, of course, inflation
has driven up all costs. In
addition, paperwork-required
primarily by Medicare and
Medicaid-has
increased
tremendously, adding, to
physician ana hospital costs.
The federal government
has subsidized the building
and expansion of hospitals to
the point where there is now a
surplus of hospital beds, thus
increasing hospital costs.

The Right Angle
solved by the federal
government.
Sen. Edward Kennedy,
representing the People's
Republic of Massachussetts,
in all of his infinite wisdom is
trying to shove this program
down our unwilling throats.
The first question to be
asked is, "is there a health
care crisis in the United
States?" On this point, the
evidence is overwhelmingAmerican health care is the
best in the world.
Life expectancy has increased dramatically in the
last few years. Many diseases
have been essentially wiped
out. The population as a whole
is taller, heavier and stronger
than ever before.
However,
it
may
legitimately be argued that
the rising cost of medical care
is a critical problem. But what
has caused the rapid rise in
medical costs?

But probably the most
important cause of rising
medical costs has been
government programs such as
Medicare and Medicaid By
paying medical costs for
many people-making medical
care seem "free" to themthese programs have greatly
increased the utilization of
medical services.'
As demand for health care
has
grown
(While
the
government simultaneously
restricts the supply), prices
have naturally risen. According to the Council on
Wage and Price stability, such
third-party payments are
responsible for a large part of
the increase in medical costs.
Besides the question of
rising costs, we can look at
other nationalized medical
systems for an example of
what government health care
(Continued on Page 3)
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Udder error fixed
To the Editor:
Having been a city boy for
most of my life I thoroughly
enjoyed your recent (October
41 photo essay on the state
fair. Especially that photo of
the large black animal in the
bottom center of the page
being scrubbed down for
surgery.
I m afraid that I too have
been starstruck by the
technological advances of
urbana and have sorely
ignored the equally dramatic
technological advances
science has brought to the
farmer and his livestock.

The medical technology
capable of turning that
majestic animal into a cow
before judging makes Rene
Richards' operation look like
a simple castration.
With this kind of twentyfirst century technology
happening down on the 20th
century farm the farmer can
now look the smug urbanite in
the eye and utter, "bully to
you" and mean it.
Kurt Meredith
Editor's note: The Breeie
regrets its udder error and
hopes no one was given a bum
steer.

Social medicine
not the answer
(Continued from Page 2)
in the United States would be
like.
Britain's
system
of
socialized medicine begain in
1948. The first problem was
radical increases in cost.
After several years of skyrocketing costs, the government simply put on the
brakes.
Since then, the cost has
been held down, but with the
result of disastrous service.
Prom 1948 to 1962 not a single
new hospital was built in
Britain. Today two-thirds of
all British hospitals are over
90 years old.
The official waiting list for
operations is 500,000. Medical
equipment is in a sorry state,
with almost no investment in
new technology.
The average doctor spends
six and one half minutes with
each patient he sees.
Paperwork threatens to
drown the system. Is this the
program we want for the
United States?
Perhaps, one might argue.
Sweden is a better model. Not
likely. Costs have risen at a
phenomenal rate. From 1950
to 1968 the percentage of the
Swedish gross national

product spent on health care
rose from 3.2 per cent to 8.1
per cent.
Each citizen is assigned to
a government hospital and
treated by whatever physician
is on duty. Patients cannot
choose a particular doctor.
Thousands of people are
waiting to be admitted to the
already full hospitals.
Paperwork, overcrowding
and hasty diagnosis keep the
quality of medical care poor.
Government medicine has
failed wherever it has been
tried. For a recent dramatic
example,
consider
the
government-run swine flu
fiasco.
And in the the United
States, other government
programs have failed in
almost every area.
Should we build
our
medical system on the
failures of past government
programs,
or
on
the
achievements of individuals
acting in a free society?
As former Senator James
Buckley remarked, "Even if
the Federal Government is
twice as effective delivering
medical care to citizens as it is
delivering mail, we would be
in deep, deep trouble."
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Election knows no bounds
(Continued from Page 2)
yet there they go. announcing him as "the next
great governor."
I suppose they would consider anyone
"great" who could beat Henry Howell.
Even Howell is talking of himself as an
"elder statesman" when not even many of
his own supporters would grant him the last
word in that phrase.
And then there is the strange case of Chuck
Robb who has violated every rule in Virginia's
unwritten code of politics and yet is not only
considered a shoo-in for lieutenant governor
but is, in the minds of many supporters at
least, already in line for the governorship and
the presidency.
Virginia politics requires that all candidates
who really want to go anywhere must be born
in the state, come from a prestigious family,
have faithfully served many years in the
General Assembly, and not live in Northern
Virginia.
Robb has stretched the first
part (his
sixth great grandfather founded Staunton),
cheated on the second (he married LBJ's
daughter) ignored the third and so far no one
has noticed the fourth requirement he has
violated.
Robb's opponent, Joe Canada, is also a nonnative Virginian, but so far no one's mentioned
that, and even the great Virginian Democrat
himself, Harry ByrdSr., was born out of state.
To bring up that, of course, would be considered heresy and somewhat close to treason.

'election a warm-up for
next years senate race?9

For someone who was once called "an instant Virginian," Robb actually acts more
Virginian than some Virginians. If he lived in
Martiifeville and not McLean he would make a
great arch-type Southern Gentleman, except
for one thing-after a history of politicians with
the first names of Colgate, Albeftis, Linwood.
and Mills can we really have one named
"Chuck"?
Joe Canada is also a strange case. Can
anyone with hair that9 long really be a conservative Republican
Only in Virginia would a candiate have the
brazen gall to say that he will not take a stand
on the Equal Rights Amendment because it's
an "emotional issue" (what's this about a cat
sitting on a hot stove never again sitting on a
stove, hot or cold?), but then claim that the
Pamama Canal is the most important issue in
the campaign.

And only in Virginia would he be able to sav
in all seriousness something so ridiculous as
tne lieutenant governor's race being a
refe ren ,m
. *
on ^ Panama Canal treaties
Maybe he's just using this as a warm-up for
next year's Senate race...
Doesn't it strike anyone as the least bit
unusual that both Howell and Daltcn claim to
be running on the issues yet keep attacking the
other for making scandalous, unfounded,
scurrilous "personal attacks?"

'flip'flopping proper way
of running on issues?'

When Dalton accused Howell of "flipflopping," it was evidently a proper way of
running on the issues.
Yet when running mate Coleman is accused
of "flip-flopping," it is branded as a "personal
attack."
./
Can anyone believe that it was two liberal
state senators who came to the conservative
Lane's defense?
Coleman said he was being attacked
because "Ed Lane's campaign is in deep
trouble," yet the last public poll showed Lane
far ahead.
How could the same poll which probably
judged the governor's and lieutenant governor's races so accurately be so wrong on the
attorney general's race, or are we' all
hopelessly confused?
And only in Virginia could this happen :
The Democratic "Rainbow ticket" is strolling
along the boardwalk at Virginia Beach, the odd
couple of Howell and Lane in the vanguard.
It's a hot sweltering day but both are
dressed in business clothes and ties (apparently it's quite all right for politicians to
look foolish at the beach).
Tagging along behind is Robb dressed in.
Heaven forbid, a striped t-shirt and shorts!
Doesn't he know that candidates are supposed to look like they just came from a board
meeting even when they are inspecting the
depths of coal mines or trudging through the
manure of a farm? Has Jimmy Carter's blue
jean approach carried us this far?
Anyway, Robb introduces himself to a girl
on the beach, who is busy covering herself with
suntan lotion.
^—
"Hi, I'm Chuck Robb."
"Oh, I'm oily."
"That's an unusual name."
He insisted afterwards that he was only
joking, but who knows? This has been such a
strange year in Virginia politics that I would
believe almost anythir
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All Stars rising in the east
'Virginia's hottest bar band9
By DWAYNE YANCEV
There is a new star soon to
be on the eastern blues
horizon named, appropriately
enough, the All Stars.
A few months ago the
Charlottesville based blues
band was known only to a
coterie of fans in the clubs and
bars of the Washington-toRichmond music enclave.
In their home territory they
enjoyed a ranking second only
to the prestigious Nighthawks.
but had made only a few
tentative ventures into cities
outside their base.
Over
the
summer,
however, the All Stars toured
extensively up and down the
east coast establishing
themselves as a major blues
band on a circuit that extends
from Maine to Georgia.
Now, as fall closes in, they
prepare to go into the studio to
record their first album.
"Tip Your Waitress,"
scheduled for an early 1978
release on Adelphi Records of
Silver Spring, Maryland, will
be co-produced by the All
Stars (Dick Green, lead
guitar, vocals; Steve Bliley,
rhythm guitar; Doug Jay,
harp; Steve Riggs. bass;
Steve Ramsey, drums;
Lucille Shoettle, vocals) and
Mark Wenner, harpistvocalist of the Nighthawks.
The record will feature the
same basic style which the All
Stars have become famous
for-Chicago blues a la Muddy
Waters, Junior Walker style
rhythm and blues; 1930s and
'40s style swing, and early
rock and roll-Green said
before last Thursday's
engagement at Harrisonburg's Elbow Room.
The album will not be a
prelude to any major shifts in

the band's direction but will
rather serve to solidify their
work so far.
"At this stage of the game a
record's not designed to make
you famous," Bliley said.
"The record's designed to
give.the band experience in
the studio and to give us
something with which we can
broaden our appeal. A record
is attractive to radio
stations."
All Stars manager Buzz
White noted, "A lot of the
better clubs in major citiesno matter how good you arewon't let you in without an
album."
The All Stars' summer tour
took what has been called
"Virginia's hottest bar band"
into as many as eight states in
a single month. The circuit
they played drew them into
the big cities of the east coastBoston, New York and Atlanta
among them.
* ■
"We're trying ' to consolidate our efforts now
toward the larger urban
areas," Green said. "You can
make more money in a small
town" but the media coverage

available in the big cities is
more important to a band
seeking to establish their
reputation and build a base.
After the studio work on
their debut album, the All
Stars will return north in
November for several weeks
to tour New York, Boston and
New England, areas which
they played in over the
summer.
They also plan to "open up"
a few new territories on the
northern tour-New Jersey,
Pittsburgh and Baltimore.
"We're doing the Steel Mill
circuit," laughed White.
In a few months the All
Stars will also begin playing
some of their first original
songs, written by harpist
Doug Jay.
Green described them as
"straight-up rock and roll
with a blues base."
The All Stars have paid the
price for expanding their
territory, not only in the
physical wear and tear of
traveling, but also in the
literal sense as they have
invested in new equipment,
<( iihMutt'il on Page s>

ALL STARS members, Doug Jay on the harmonica and Steve
Bailey on the rhythm guitar, play at the Elbow Room Thursday,
September 27.
Photo by Oavt Oarland

Wright demonstrates originality
By STEVEN SNYDER
Consider the plight of most
female rhythm and blues
vocalists.
Today's record
producers seem unwilling to
deal with them on an individual basis.
The current discs of such
former jazz stand-outs as Dee
Dee Bridgev ater. Vicki Sue
Robinson and Jean Carre
have either been "disco-ized"
into meaningless similarity or
smothered to death under the
too-lush, heavily orchestrated

Philadelphia sound.
With the release of her first
album, "One to One," Syreeta
Wright, whose major claim to
fame until now had been her
brief stint as Mrs. Stevie
Wonder, establishes herself as
one of the more important
female vocalists recording
today.
Slightly resembling Minnie
Riperton (who also has
managed to hang on to her
originality),
Syreeta
demonstrates striking

originality both vocally and
lyrically (she wrote or cowrote all but two of the cuts).
The production, by Syreeta
and Curtis Robinson Jr., is
clean and flawless, without
sounding
sterile
or
emotionless.
For a debut
album, it is excellent.
Immediately the Stevie
Wonder influence is felt. The
songs flow effortlessly with
little or no break between
cuts. The juxtaposition of
Fender
Rhodes electric

Book review:

Tolkien review 6an intelligent critique9
MASTER OF MIDDLEEARTH: THE FICTION OF
J.R.R. TOLKIEN by Paul H.
Kocher Del
Rey Paperbacks, $1.95, 240 pages.
By LORI MAGAI
J.R.R. Tolkien is hot
material. Not only is this
most popular fantisist widely
read, bookshelves are literally
crammed with analyses of his
works.
Most of these effforts have
been, at best, inspired, and at
worst, ridiculous.
Most
Tolkien fans possessing a
reasonable amount of intelligence tend to shy away
from this dribble. It ruins the
magic of the fantasy.
"Master of Middle-EarthThe Achievement of J.R.R.
Tolkien" by Paul Kocher, is
not such a work.
Strictly
speaking, it is a carefully
considered review and explanation of all of Tolkien's
major (and some minor)
works up
to
"The
Silmarillion," with special
consideration given to "The
Lord of the Rings." Indeed,
most of the text is given over
tMhe famed trjlpgy....-, •

The first point that Kocher
makes clear is that he intends
to view Middle-Earth from the
inside. Thus, there are no
annoying questions to fume
over, such a* /'Where did
Tolkien get his hobbits from?"
tJonJEJlueri "readers simply
cannot understand how
frustrating this point of view
can. be.
Except for a mildly
bothersome digression about

Middle-Earth being preCambrian, Kocher sticks to
his excursion into Tolkien's
world (mercifully, without
Freud), and goes about his
business of putting all the
characters, themes and
subplots straight for his
readers. This is no small feat.
And, not merely satisfied to
show Tolkien's consistency
throughout the text of the epic,
Kocher has joined together
the legends that appear
in pieces throughout the book
and the history he has lifted
from the appendices that
Tolkien added to "The Return
of the King," proving that the
Ring trilogy is far more
complex than most "realists"
are willing to admit, and that
Tolkien is a far more gifted
artist than most critics suppose him to be.
Taking a new angle.
Kocher also states the principle theme of the trilogy to be
concerned with the evil of
possessiveness.
Supporting
this with Tolkien's famous
essay "On Fairy Stories," he
then analyzes the character
and uses of Sauron's Ring, as
weiLa«.it» pow* r to con
J^^rtoco^je

will.
In his disucussion of evil,
he writes of the nature of evil;
its weaknesses and strengths.
Through
his
careful,
illuminating
character
analysis of SaUron, the Dark
Lord emerges, not as a flat
personification of evil, but as
an immensely powerful, but
insecure, shadow of the
something great he once was.
Not content with this,
Kocher analyzes each of the
free races (Elves,- Dwarves,
Ents, Hobbits and Men), and
also the most notable people
from each of these races.
Perhaps the greatest jewel in
the entire book is Kocher's
discussion of Aragorn.
To this long neglected heir of
Gondor, Kocher devotes an
entire chapter, the first
serious treatise of Aragorn
that I have ever seen. That
Kocher did not abandon this
more difficult study in favor of
an easier subject (say, Frodo)
is proof of his painstaking
scholarship and research.
Nor does Kocher limit
himself to "The Lord of the
Rings."
"The Hobbit" is
, <,^:*%;;V!feW

piano on top of grand piano, a
Wonder
trademark,
is
prevalent throughout.
The use of multi-acoustic
guitars helps produce a wall of
sound, without the overbearing cliches of a full orchestra.
The mix, as in Wonder's
records, is superb and
original, and must be heard to
be fully appreciated.
The subtle, jazzy underpinnings of the title cut
keep confronting me with a
long-forgotten memory of
something very pleasurable
and real.
The limited use of strings
produces a wistful effect
correlating the soft, gentle
auality of the vocal. The
if ferent interpretations of the
third verse, whenever it
surfaces in the song, illustrate
great vocal flexibility.
Subtle strings behind a
strong beat introduce "I Don't
Know." The chorus soars atop
rolling piano crescendos and
the multi-tracked vocal oozes
breathless desire.
Gary
Bartz's sax solo propels the
song to its finale, which
features an acapella chorus
refrain and demonstrates
Syreeta's incredible voice
control.
Side one closes with "Rest
Yourself" and "I Too Am
Wanting."
The former
returns to the dreamy realm
of the title cut, as flutes swirl
innocuously about, while the
latter, a straight-forward
ballad, falls short.
Despite some impressive
guitar picking from David T.
Walker and the unusual appearance of a harp (the kind
angels play), the urge to
dismiss this song as "just
another ballad, nothing
special" is too much.
Side two's opening cut,
"Tiki Tiki Donga," is obWW
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Course offered on role of 'Contemporary Women'
A new home economics
course, "Contemporary
Women," which will approach
problems women nave living
in contemporary society will
be offered the second eight
weeks this semester.
Workshop were held on the
same topic last spring and fall
and
had
excellent
enrollments, according to Dr.
Marian Emerson, who will
teach the new course.
The course will be broken
up into several sub-topics
dealing
with
women's
problems.
of these
prouiems. One
uneoi
inese will
win be

The
Socialization
of
Women," in which various
stereotypes given to women
by the family, schools, and
media will be discussed. The
socialization of men will also
be studied, Emerson said.
The psychological effects
from this socialization will
be the second topic, she said.
Marriage and motherhood
will be studied from a
psychological viewpoint and,
she said, the role of women in
the labor force and how labor
bears down on women will
also be examined.
me third
inira topic will be
The

"Economic Problems of
Women" and will involve
discussion of why so many
women who work are in lower
levels and do not generally
reach high paying jobs. Also,
Emerson said, the "power" of
the labor force and why this
"power" normally does not
reside with women will be
studied.
Another topic will be the
role of women in the political
scene. Legal aspects of being
a woman will be reviewed
such as differences in the law
T"w

•

relative to one's sex and the
laws relative to the family,
she said, adding that what
these laws mean to men and
women will also be studied.
The relationship between
the
present
women's
movement
and
home
economics will be the last
topic studied, Emerson said.
"The women's movement
is more concerned about
justice, while home economics
is interested in justice, but is
interested
more
in
strengthening the family unit.
|

That is our mission in life. Any
strength we can give to
women will make a stronger
family unit," Emerson
said."This is not a women's
movement class. It is to see
women have a stronger role in
society."
The new three-credit
course will be taught Mondays
through Thursdays from 3:05 4:20 beginning Oct. 20.
Emerson said students may
pick up cards for the course in'
Moody 210 anytime before
then.
•

#

JMUacu,nmake VSOtour "SOIST*?*J2* «**_I*™"8
A group of 10 actors
associated with James
Madison University will
perform "The Fantasticks"
and a variety show at military
bases throughout Germany on
a six-week USO tour beginning Dec. 14.
The
theatre
group
auditioned the two shows, in
addition to "A Thurber Carnival," in July for Russell
Bice, director of USO

Shows.All three shows were
performed during the summer in the dinner theatre in
Gibbons Dining Hall.
The group was accepted
"conditionally," but the
variety show needed to be
"revamped," according to
Tom Arthur, of the theatre
area of JMU's communication
arts department.
The actors found out for
sure last week they were
accepted after a second
audition for Bice and Jean
Korff of the American Theater
Association. Six of the cast
members who will be going on
the tour are students at JMU Hilde Audesirk, Linda Garber, Cindy Early, Cedric
Guthrie, Stephen Clark and
Susan Senita. Three are JMU
graduates-Walter Dickey,
Dave Greennagle and Alan
Rosenburg;
and Shera
Haynes is a student at the
University of Virginia.

classifieds

$.50

Sat. Oct. 8
Wilson
What the song didn't tell you
the movie will.
2*i

(Continued from Page 1)
"When we opened in Oc-,
tober 1975 the police chief said
we couldn't park on Main
Street," Kyger explained.
"He told us we could block
Patterson off for parking
whenever we had a funeral
service."
"When I set the markers
out to block the street for
funeral parking, it doesn't
clear automatically," Kyger
continued. "Students are in
class all day and can't move
their cars. People attending
services have to park farther
away."
'"
Kyger said he talked to his
Patterson Street neighbors
and acted as their spokesman.
"I went to the city council as a
last resort," he said. "The
college causes a parking
problem which infringes on
the rights of local businesses
and residences."
Shenandoah is in the city's
permit parking zone. The
zone was designated last year

t?*—**+»••»***•+•+—++*W++ff9f¥f*****++»*+**——,

mm PIZZERIA
Homemade Kalian Style Pizza
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A Max Baer Film

OdeTo
BUfyJoe

by an ordinance which was
supposed to alleviate parking
congestion near JMU. Between 8 a.m.' and 5 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, cars
parked in the zone must have
a city sticker.
To buy a sticker, a person
merely needs to prove he is a
resident.
The ordinance
defines a resident as one who
"owns and occupies a
dwelling or rents an apartment or room within" a
dwelling. That definition
allows even a dormitory
student to buy a city sticker.
" To use the campus lot, a
student must buy a $16
campus sticker.
A city
parking sticker cost $1.
The Office of Residence
Halls and Commuting Services has no jurisdiction over
campus parking, according to
Webb; however, the office has
helped Shenandoah residents
fill out forms to buy city
stickers at the Municipal
Building.

.'Bobbie
Gentry's j

Italian Steak &Sausage Sabs
HEARTH BAKED BMt A

ABC 0P.

"The ordinance was poorly
written." Kyger said. "I don't
blame students for paying $1
instead of $16. A loop-hole in
the ordinance allows students
to buy stickers."
"I pay a lot of local taxes
and the students in Shenandoah don't pay any," Kyger
explained.
"I
have two
stickers and four courtesy
passes issued to my business.
Eighteen permits are issued
to Shenandoah. That seems
like an imbalance to me."
"People
regard
inconvenience as a reflection on
your business," Kyger added.
"I can't say if the parking
problem costs me business
directly. But if someone must
walk extra blocks to get here,
that doesn't present a good
image for us."
A spokesman for the South
Mason Street residents, Jerry
Coulter, told the city council
that student parking had
become a problem since the
ordinance was adopted. Part
of South Mason is not in the
permit zone. Students without
permits park in this area
because it is near JMU.
Robert Sullivan of the City
Planning Commission said
Mason and Patterson Streets
are lined with old houses that
have little or no driveways or
garages. Residents must park
in the streets, he said.
"Residents on these streets
complain that they can't even
park in front of their houses to
unload groceries because of
commuter parking," Sullivan
said.
The ordinance was sent
back to
Harrisonburg's
Parking Committee for reevaluation. Sullivan believes
it will probably be modified or
re-written.

^Mm\fou. TrlWK
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Financial aid and student protest don h mix
Federal regulations can prevent demonstrations
(CPS)--Financial aid and
campus protest do not mix In
fact, they don't even socialize
according
to
federal
regulations on the books since
1966 which stipulate that
students receiving federal
financial assistance never
participate
in
campus
disruptions.
While there was ne-er an
actual "anti-riot" statement
form issued by the federal

government, colleges could
require students to sign such a
statement.
The
University
of
California at Berkeley used
the form until several weeks
ago asking students to state in
writing that they had never
"directly participated" in a
campus demonstration nor
exhibited "extremely
aggressive behavior.*'
After receiving several

ERA march and rally set
The Valley Citizens for the
Equal Rights Amendment will
sponsor a march and rally
beginning at 1 p.m. Oct. 8.
The march will begin in the
parking lot of Duke Fine Arts
Building on James Madison
University's campus, according to Juanita Sanders, a
member of the group.
The group will march to the
Rockingham County Court
House, and there a rally will
be held at 2 p.m CliveDuVal.
delegate from McLean, will be
the guest speaker.
The march and rally hope
to show the strength of support for ERA in this area.
Sanders said.
Prof presents

symposium paper
Dr. K.N.Leung of the JMU
physics department presented
a paper at the "Symposium on
the
Production
and
Neutralization of Negative
Hydrogen Ions and Beams"
held at Brookhaven National
Laboratory Sept. 26-30. His
paper, entitled "A MultiDipole Negative Ion Source,"
described a new approach to
the production of negative ion
beams that
is
under
development at JMU.

Passage of the ERA
requires approval of 38 of the
50 United States. 35 of which
have already ratified it. The
deadline is March 22. 1979.
Sanders said, which only
leaves two more legislative
sessions
The amendment has never
been voted on on the floor of
the General Assembly, she
said.
All students are welcome to
participate in the rally,
Sanders added.

letters
protesting
the
procedure. Berkeley ended
the practice but only after
more than 4.000 people had
signed this year's anti-riot
forms.
Frank Mondrian. financial
aid officer at Berkeley, said
that the forms were destroyed
and that no student who
signed the statements would
be penalized.
The original regulation,
part of the Department of
Health,
Education
and
Welfare and Department of
Labor's
1966-67
higher
education amendments,
stated that federal funds in the
form of loans, grants, salaries
or other remuneration would
not be paid to any students,
tea"chers or researchers who
disrupted normal university
business or forcefully seized
university property.
A major section of the
regulation was ruled unconstitutional in Januai7,1977
and amended to apply to
students convicted of any
crime on campus.
The regulation could have a
disastrous effect on students

who participated in campus
disruptic.is last spring. Riots
occurred
at
Stanford.
Berkeley, several University
of California schools, the
• University of Massachusetts
at Amherst, the University of
Wisconsin at
Madison,
Hampshire
College
in
Massachusetts, and the
University of Maryland.
As many as 294 students
were arrested at Stanford and
if convicted, could lose
financial aid. The protests
centered around universities'
investment policies in South
Africa.
Universities claim that the
anti-riot clause has no connection with the demonstrations.
"We don't really care,"
said
Dan
Fitzpatrick,
financial aid director at the
University of Massachusetts
at Amherst. Maintaining that
there has been "no significant
demonstration
at
the
university since 1970," Fitzpatrick said that the anti-riot
oaths did not apply in any case
in Massachusetts.
At Hampshire College, the

site of a lour-dav sit-in at an
administration building last
May. Mary Murphy, financial
aid director, claimed she had
never heard of the forms and
that using such a procedure
had "never been considered."
Vice Chancellor Thomas
Out ton at the University of
California at Davis announced
in June that 18 students
arrested in May would not lose
funds although the arrests
would stand.
Dutton acknowledged the
forms but explained that the
federal
statues
were
developed in the 1960's during
nationwide campus unrest.
The forms remain an arbitrary practice left to the
discretion of an individual
school.
Berkeley's financial aid
office guaranteed that "no one
had been denied financial aid
over the last six years for
answering 'yes' to an anti-riot
statement."
But back in 1950, people
thought they were safe when
they signed loyalty oaths
according to Joseph McCarthy's wtsfies.

The
challenge

Sound Guard
keeps your
goodsounds
sounding
good. .

This It • cryptogram, a form of code Ianguage. whore letters of the alphabet stand
f or other letters of the alphabet. For instance,
the words "A CAT" in a cryptogram might be

"Q TOL!' the "Q" always standing for "A" the
"T" for "C'.' and the "L" for "T." Tour challenge is to break the code of the cryptogram
below, and discover its hidden message.

LI DOO WKH
BHDUZHUH
SODBLQJ KROLGDBV
WR VSRUW
ZRXOG EH DV
WHGLRXV DV
WRZRUN.

Now you can protect
the sound of your records
with Sound Guard* record
preservative. Sound Guard
preservative puts on a
microscopically-thin, dry
film to help the stylus track
smoothly in the grooves—
instead of eroding them
away.
Sound Guard's been
tested by independent
audio experts and proved to
be effective and safe on
new records and
old 78's.
$C QQ
$
J#7T

Reg. 7.99

When there's a challenge,
quality makes the difference.
We hope you have some fun with the challenge
Pabst Blue Ribbon is the Number 1 beer in Milwaukee,
beer capital of the world
That s why wed like to offer you another challenge
-the Pabst challenge. Taste and compare Pabst Blue
Ribbon to any other premium beer You II like Pabst
because Blue Ribbon quality means the best-tasting beer
you can get Since 1844 it always has

'Sound Guard is Ball Corporationtrademark (nr K» record preservative.

MILES MUSIC CO.
H'burg's
Electronic Super Market
pt^SfSJy.^ M*ft* \v«"Vr#*v-

PABST Since 1844.The quality has always come through.
PABST BREWING COMPANY Milwaukee Wu . Peon* Heights. Ill . Newark. NJ,L« Angelea. Calil . Patol. Oeorgn
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Modern man alienated from himself others
By KENT BOOTY
Modern man is alienated
from himself and from others
because
of
increased
mechanization and mobility
and he "awaits the future with
dread and fascination." according to Dr. Robert Geary,
assistant professor of English
Geary's comments came at
a panel discussion Tuesday on
"Social Entropy," part of the
Fall Arts and Sciences
Symposium, which also 'included Dr. James Steele and
Dr. Cecil Bradfield. both
sociology professors.
"We are no longer interested in persons primarily
for their personal worth, but,
rather, for our own instruments," Geary said.
"The centralization of power
has destroyed intimate personal relationships."
It is becoming increasingly
important that we choose
between "order and chaotic,
pointless movement," he said.
Social entropy, now a
"frequently-used metaphor,"
means
an
"increasing
disorder which leads to
inertia," according to Geary.
This results in a vast amount
of "unused human potential,"
Steele added.
"We are a lonely people
desperate for a sense of
community," Geary said.

"Paranoia is often the only
alternative in twentiethcentury Western society."
Several modern writers
such as Saul Bellow, Norman
Mailer and John Updike have
addressed this topic of the
"dissipation of energy" and
have generally concluded that
there is "no saving alternative," according to Geary.
The quest for global order
has led to man's becoming
greedy for power, Geary said.
"Only the stasis of death can
satisfy modern man's hunger
for power," he said

One main reason for the
current alienation of man is
"increased mechanization,"
according to Geary, adding
that the "machine has become
the equivalent of what the
virgin was in medieval art."
Another reason for man's
alienation is his high degree of
mobility. Geary said. About
one out of every five
Americans changes address
yearly, which has resulted in
man engaging in "temporary
or throwaway relationships,"
Geary said.
He added, however, that

man will always "create
connectiveness regardless of
how perverse it may be."
Alienation is not always a
"negative force," according
to Steele.
"The artist's
alienation, for example, is
positive: he is speaking out
and refusing to be moved
along by the rest of the
world," he said.
Religion attempts to battle
man's
feeling
of
"meaninglessness" by
providing a "source of norms'" and answering the

"ultimate'questions," according to Bradfield.
The rise of Charismatics.
the "Jesus Movement" and
Eastern religions reversed the
earlier trend in the 1960s of the
"death of Christ and the rise
of the secular city," Bradfield
said.
Religion has survived, he
said, but it has only survived
by "adopting a secular
ethos." The effect of this
secularization is unknown, he
said.
"Man will always
construct a sacred cosmos."

Sterilized woman charges conspiracy
(CPS)--Steeltown USA.
There is a landmark case
occuring in Pittsburgh, but
don't tell anyone there that.
"You mean that Indian
thing," commented a woman
from the editorial office of the
Pittsburgh Press. Their court
reporter didn't think the
Serena case merited much
attention.
But women around the
country are following the
odyssey of Norma Jean
Serena, who was sterilized
after delivering her third
child. At the same time, her

children, including the new
baby, were seized and placed
in foster homes.
Serena is charging health
and welfare officials of Armstrong County, Pennsylvania,
with a systematic conspiracy
to steal her children and
forcibly sterilize her without
consent. If she w*iJMtw<j£ v
the first time forced
sterilization has been defined
as a violation of civil rignts.
"We've got a really strong
case," saia Richard Levine,
Serena's lawyer.
Through
numerous pre trial battles, he

has obtained memos and
depositions which purportedly
document an extensive
conspiracy among health and
welfare officials.
Like most conspiracies in
bureaucratic America, the
one against Norma Jean
Serena owes more to insensitive ignorance than
actual malice. Serena came
to the attention of the Child
Welfare Services when neighbors complained that she was
living with a black man and
consequently
it
was
dangerous for their children to

Domestic And Imported
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Dr. Rita Kaslow, professor
of education at James
Madison University, and Dr.
Charles Harris, professor of
psychology at JMU, have been
named to the committee for
career education which was
formed recently by the
Virginia Department of
Education
The committee, comprised
of representatives from all
state institutions of higher
education, is meeting in
Blacksburg today to develop
the higher education component of the career education
concept.

SPANKY'S
60 WEST WATER ST.
HARRISONBURG

Old Milwaukee-Pabst Longnerks 24 5.25
Tuborg Cold I.to
Coor's Colo Springs 2.10

Kaslow, Harris
on committee

Discriminating Taste
Only at
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play in the vicinity of her
apartment.
Caseworkers investigated
and it was their report which
influenced the doctors to
sterilize Serena.
In their
"Statement for Need for
Therapeutic
Sterilization,"
only one reason is listed:
'socioeconothic'.
She was
sterilized because she was
poor. Native American and
living with a black man.
It was August 1970, when
Serena entered the hospital
expecting a routine delivery.
It took 3 years of litigation to
win her children back. And
now. seven years later, she is
still waiting for Judge Barron
P. McCune to set a court date.

OPEN:
MON - SAT 8 A.M. to 1 A.M.
SUN 10 A.M. to 1 A.M.

Heineken Holland Import 3.**
Molson Golden Ale-Beer opk. 2<34
Blue Ribbon-Schmidts Party Pac (12) 2.99
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Review intelligent

(Continued from Page 4)
given a chapter of its own.
Again taking a unique stance,
he surveys the problems of the
setting of adult themes in a
child's context, and explains
Tolkien's need to alter his
characters to fit them into the
rander scheme of the tril<

Middle-Earth'' is not tor the
casual reader, but it is a
valuable reference book for a
student of Tolkien. Kocher
keeps his narrative lively,
clearly organized, free of
cynicism and touched with
wonder.
There are a few

All Stars rising
in
the
east
°

(Continued from Page 4)
road crews and increased
travel expenses.
"The measure of a band's
success is how much in debt
you can get," White said.
"You've got to spend money to
make money and right now
we're spending money. As
you're growing you have to
pay the price."
It is almost a matter of
pride with young bands out
playing the circuit, he said, to
see who can get the furthest in
debt.
-.

concerts, particularly on
college campuses.
They recently played with
Southside Johnny and the
Asbury Jukes in Richmond,
and in November are slated as
the opening act for the
legendary bluesman Muddy
Waters at the University, of
Maryland.
Although their summer
tour took them from Lewiston,
Maine to Atlanta, Georgia,
from a club ominously named
The Velvet Hell in New York
to their "home" at the West
Virginian in Charlottesville,
Bliley noted that Harrison-

burg's biixm Koom remains
one of their favorite spots to
play.
"Nobody loves us like they
do in liarrisonburg," he said.
"Theygo really crazy but
there's never any fights
here," agreed Green.
Bliley laughed, "We play a
lot of places where they don't
go crazy but there's a lot of
fights."
As the All Stars rise from
"just a Charlottesville blues
band" to a major group on the
east coast, there should be a
lot more people "going
crazv."

'nobody loves us
Tired of rip-off garages and know-nothing
mechanics? Then let us do you justice.

like they do
He also examines Tolkien's
shorter works, such as "Leaf
by Niggle," "Farmer Giles of
Ham," "Smith of Wootton
Major," and "Imram" to
name a few, explaining both
their complex themes, and
Tolkien's complex intents
behind each. Also, in detail,
he examines each poem in
"The Adventures of Tom
Bombadil," co-relating each
theme to it's particular theme
as stated in either "The Lord
of the Rings'* or "The Hobbit."
Obviously, "Master of

Wright
original
(Continued from Page 4)
viously influenced by Airto
and Flora Purim. The intro
features numerous percussive
sounds that have come to
symbolize Airto, while the
half-chanted, half-screeched
vocal captures the Brazilian
flavor of Purim.
Unfortunately, one artist's
specialty does not necessarily
work for another artist. The
song never takes off from its
starting point and quickly
becomes boring.
"Don't Cry" is an unusual
love ballad, meant to be absorbed as well as listened to.
The bluesy quality of the song
is once again augumented by
Gary Bartz's sax, which is so
mixed down that it seems to
have been recorded in an
adjoining room. This mix
effectively affects an overall
.eel of timelessness.
The flamenco-flavored
"Harmour Love" utilizes
acoustic guitar and flute as a
backdrop to the gleeful,
energetic vocals of Syreeta,
Leon Ware, Marietta Araiza
and Jim Gils trap
Stevie
Wonder wrote and produced
this cut and the observant
listener may detect an occasional Wonder vocal within
the flow of the song.
Regardless, the frenetic
repetition of the final chorus
should satisfy most ears.
A brief, instrumental
portion of the title track reemerges to return the musical
cycle to its origin and complete the album.
Several weak cuts notwithstanding, "One to One"
introduces an exceptional
vocalist and skillful producer,
demonstrating how important
artistic control is to any
performer.
Are you reading, disco
jazz?

flaws
(unforgivably, he
names the trilogy as the
sequel to "The Hobbit,"
niggles over his pre-Cambrian
world, barely touches the
invented languages, etc.), but
in the face of his contributions, this is mere piffling.
"Master of Middle-Earth''
is a clear and concise treatment of Tolkien as a master
fantisist. It is well worth the
price of a paperback to savor
an intelligent critique of some
of the most imaginative work
to be found anywhere.

Call

in Harrisonburg'

4
"The bigger you get, the
more you're on the line each
night," Bliley said in explaining the expanded road
crew and new equipment.
Even as they establish
themselves as an east coast
band, the All Stars intend to
continue playing mostly small
clubs.
They
are,
however,
branching out into small

foreign and Domestic cars, reasonable
rates on labor and parts. •
S Located on Rt.ll South. Phone 434-1075

Thursday-Friday-Saturday
A

THE BODY SHOP

■ Try Us You'll Like Us

Lee-Levi-Wranqler
Selected group of
prewashed straight and
flaired leg jeans $14.98
in sizes 27-38

DISCOUNT
CAMERA
SHOP
ONE DAY PICTURE

*,:.o. Jothcr in the store specials
Open Fri. ti. 9:00 daily 10-5
[The Purple Building 66 t. Market St

PROCESSING SERVICE
• -EXCEPT WEEKENDS-I All Types Batteries Films Flashbulbs
\NIKON KODAK CANON VIVITAR
OL YMPUSPENTAX YASHICA
HAN1MEXPOLAROID CAMERAS
Complete Darkroom Supplies
I ALL AT

Batman and Robin Auto Repair

(hcatd a mile ml oi Hwwwd fto\ww&
en Pott Republic Rwul)

Phone 434-8272

"(joa* Hoialy Dandy Sim"
VWWVWVWWWWWWVWWWS

DNS
Restaurant & Pizza Shop
12 mile» »outh HirrUonburj en U.S. R»utr 11$

Monday-Thurtday frp.m.-llp.m.

/C

COLLEGE SPECIAL
$1.00 off any
V-'~~_v*VI
large pizza
supreme.

234-487*

m

*1.6S
*3

Miehelob 7 oz. 6^k.

'1.49

Budweiser Natural Light

'1

Lowenbraa (Light & Dark)

H

Pabtt Blue Ribbon ft
OH Mid Longnecks ease

*4

Coor'i 12 oz. 6»k.

'2.89

Having a keg party? Check out our

Draft Deer
8.75 pitcher
•,>MV'.'

Miller Life 12 02. 6ok,
SehlHz Party Pak

keg prices before you bay.

Open 7 (hup a utedt
•

ft ft

434-9188
■

*

.

•

■••<■..
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Sororities, fraternities 1
plan activities

IT BECAME SO CROWDED IN THE DINING
HALL Wednesday that these students were

forced to eat their meals sitting on the floor.
Photo by M«rk Thompson

Goodridge 'caveman of light9
Lager exhibit part of arts and sciences symposium
By MARK DAVISON
Lawrence Goodridge is
excited about being a
"caveman of light."
That is how he described
himself Monday, in his lecture
"Laser Light in Art" which
began the Fall Arts and
Sciences Symposium.
Goodridges'lascaux," an
exhibit of his laser works, will
be in the Duke Gallery now
through Oct. 15.
His approach to laser
technology "is not as a
scientist but as a painter,"
according to Goodridge. He
received a Master of Fine Arts
in
painting
from
the
University of Cincinnati.
After experimenting with
many styles and techniques of
painting he became interested
in the possibilities of light
when he saw his first laser art
show in 1969.
It was then that Goodridge
gave up
painting-with
brushes and pigments, that is.
He worked for a while with
incandescent white light and

only recently incorporated
laser beams. His early work
was possible through the
auspices of the Cincinnati
Laser Lab and the University
of Cincinnati's Children's
Hospital.
There are "light boxes" of
various sizes in his exhibit.
These
"boxes,"
which
Goodridge calls "primitive
objects," are complete with
lasers, function generators,
motors and mirrors.
The boxes have a laser built
into the bottom, which creates
different patterns by flashing
light off of mirrors.
By varying the "speed and
tempo of (light) movement,"
Goodridge tries to effect a
feeling of "deep space."
Goodridge is not impressed
by the gadgetry, but by the
"cool, diamond-like light"
which he tries to achieve in his
"painting."
Some of the
lasers used in the show also
produce a red beam.
Other things Goodridge is
concerned with in addition to
the speed of light are struc-

Breeze classifieds bring results
$.50 for first 25 words

ture. composition and light
values.
He creates and displays his
work in total darkness and is
"excited about the potential of
painting with light."
His work has been
described as "arresting but
subtle," and "like a Mozart
sonata, they make order."
But whether the effect
individually is calming or
upsetting, Goodridge's "light
boxes" are intriguing. He
said there has been much talk
about applying the light
painting concept to architecture, but it has not yet
been applied.
"Eight or ten" American
cities have Lasariums, laser
projection
systems
in
planetariums, which are
"purely for entertainment,"
Goodridge said.
Lasers are also used in
business, industry, science,
and medicine, he added.
Surgeons are now able to
remove brain lesions with a
laser without harming the
scalp of, the patient. This, he
said,
is
done
by
mathematically calculating
the point at which to focus the
laser beam.
Goodridge received a grant
from the National Endowment
for the Arts in 1976 to work in
the laser light medium. He
owns the Laser Works in
Florence, Kentucky.
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By PATTY SMITH
The James Madison University Panhellenic and
Inter-Fraternity councils are tentatively planning a
joint keg party followed by a "victory march" to and
?IT n the a8tX0turf More tl* JMU-Salisbury State
football game Oct. 15.
Also, plans for homecoming floats to be entered by
the sororities and fraternities in the annual parade Oct
29 are now being formulated.
A dance marathon for muscular dystrophy iointlv
sponsored by the IFC and Panhellenic councils is
planned for sometime in November, according to Larrv
Landes, assistant to the office of student affairs
The major activity in September for the "creeks"
was sorority and fraternity rush. Fraternity rusTi officia y ended Wednesday. The pledge period will officially begin Oct. 12.
Sorority rush officially began Sept. 5 with 244 girls
signing up to rush the various sororities. Approximately
40 girls actually did rush, according to Mary Losa, head
the
Panhellenic press.
.. Thr*.Pa,n,hf'!fnic. "wncU has recently organized a
quality of life task force to investigate and determine
what regulations and criteria should be adopted for
sororities intending to move into the new dormitories
near Newman Lake, Losa said.
In addition, ten IFC members will go to William and
Mary in November to inspect on-campus fraternity
housing there. An overview of housing problems and
new ideas pertaining to fraternity housing are sought in
expectation of fraternities occupying the new dorms
accordingtp Chuck Mayer, IFC vice-president
A sec*lB task force is also being organized by the
Panhellenic council to stipulate rush regulations for next
semester's sorority rush, Losa said. A study skills
program to aid freshmen sorority pledges has ako been
organized by the council. Shirley Cobb of the counseline
center will supervise the program, she said.
The Panhellencic council has announced its annual
community service programs which are organized by
the sororities each year. Losa said they are as follows
Alpha Sigma Tau will aid in supporting the Pine
Mountain Settlement School for emotionally disturbed
children. The sorority also collects money for the
March of Dimes.
Zeta Tau Alpha will sponsor halloween parties for the
chUdren of Western State Deiarnettes in Stauntoa
Alpha Gamma Delta sorority will collect money for
National Easter seals in addition to supporting an
"adopted grandmother" from this area.
Sigma Sigma Sigma is raising funds to supply a play
therapy room for children's wards in various hospitals
Phi Mu is planning projects to raise money for
hospitals founded by the hospital ship HOPE.
Sigma Kappa is sponsoring a Mexican girl and
nationally supports the Marine Sea Coast Mission and
the American Farm School for boys and girls in Greece
Alpha Sigma Alpha nationally supports the
wheelchair Olympics and locally supports the Pleasant
View Home in Broadway.
JMU fraternities are holding the following activities:
Alpha Chi Rho will have a Halloween party Halloween
night in addition to a Homecoming alumni party Oct. 29,
according to Danny Dunn, president of AXP.
Kappa Sigma is having a reunion with alumni in
Luray this weekend. Also, a barbecue and cocktail
party for alumni before the homecoming concert is
planned, according to fraternity president Mike Miller.
Pi Kappa Phi today will raffle off a semester tuition in
the post office lobby of the campus center. The winner
will receive a scholarship for approximately $400.
The fraternity contributes 10 to 20 per cent of its funds
to its national project which buys playground equipment
for severely handicapped children in a North Carolina
school, President Chuck Mann said.
Sigma Phi Epsilon is having a cook-out tomorrow at
Purcell Park for fraternity brothers and little sisters,
according to Clyde Findley, president.
A party at the Auto Auction featuring "Chess" will be
held Oct. 14. On Oct 16 fraternity officers-will attend an
officers workshops at their national headquarters in
Richmond and on Oct. 21 there will be a disco in the
campus center ballroom, Findley said.
Theta Chi will have an alumni party Oct. 28, according to President Bill Maltby.
Sigma Pi will raffle off a refrigerator Oct 10 in the
post office.lobby. The proceeds will probably go to
Rockinghanr Memorial Hospital, according to Rick
Arthur, president.
Sigma Nu is planning a picnic some time this month
for their neighbors, residents of Shenandoah and
Wellington Apartments.
Sorority and fraternity
presidents, as well as department heads, will also be
invited, according to Doug Drewyer, president.
The picnic is a friendly gesture toward Sigma Nu's
neighbors who include some elderly and handicapped
persons living in Wellington, Drewyer said.
Sigma Nu brothers go to the Salvation 'Armv every
Wednesday and Friday night to play basketball, pingpong, card and other activities with underprivileged
children, he said.
The fraternity will sponsor a car wash Oct. 22,
Drewyer said, and they will have a homecoming alumni
party with beer before and after the concert.
■■mtk.
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Oct. u-13 -U.S. Navy
Oct. 26--Roanoke County
Schools
Oct. 27-York County
Schools
Oct 31

MCF worship

English Club

The women's rugby team
will have two home games
Oct. 8 beginning at 12 noon.
The first game will be with the
University of Maryland and
the second will be with
William and Mary.

Every Sunday night at 7 in
the campus center ballroom
the
Madison Christian
Fellowship gets together for
fellowship and to worship
God. Everyone is welcome to
join MCF.

The English Club will hold
its first meeting Oct. 13 at 7:30
p.m. in room C of the campus
center.

Pi Omega Pi

Placement annual

Pi Omega Pi. the business
education honor society, will
sponsor a raffle in the campus
center first floor lobby Oct. 1014, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. The prize
will be a gift certificate from
Pizza Hut.

Business and Liberal Arts
seniors can pick up free copies
of the 1978 College Placement
Annual at the Career Planning
and Placement Office, second
floor of Alumnae Hall.

Women's rugby

Play auditions

Yard sale

SGA Constitution

Auditions for David Rabe's
play "In the Boom Boom
Room." will be held Oct. 8,
from 1-4 p.m.. in Blackwell
Auditorium in Moody Hall.
Parts are available for men
and women. Women will need
shorts and shoes with heels to
dance in. The play, directed
by Warner Crocker, will be
presented Dec. 7-10.

The Phi Alpha Theta
History Honor Society of JMU
is sponsoring a yard sale Ocfc
8,10 a.m.-5 p.m., at the jet. of
33 and 649 at McGaheysville
(look for the white house with
an appropriate sign). The sale
will feature antiques, books,
tires, old stuff and glassware.
There will also be a bake sale.

There will be a meeting
held to ratify the SGA
Constitution Oct. 11, 6 p.m., in
one of the meeting rooms of
the campus center. All
students are invited to attend.
This week the Constitution
will be posted outside the
S.G.A. office.

vtT4

Marines

Car wash

■AnnouncementsAnnouncement
deadlines are :< p.m.
Tuesday for the Friday
paper and 3 pm Friday
for the Tuesday paper.
All
announcements
must be double-spaced
typed, signed by an
officer
of
the
organization and hand
delivered
to The
Breeze office.
All announcements
are subject to editing
and are printed on a
space-available basis

IS.

CCM retreat
Catholic Campus Ministry
is sponsoring a retreat Oct. 79. The theme will be "New
Beginnings."
Everyone is
invited. If you are interested,
contact Karen Rublee at P.O.
Box 3125. The cost is $6 and
covers food and lodging.

Gay rights rally
Richmond Citizens for Gay
and Lesbian Rights is sponsoring a rally inMonroe Park,
tint!$npttr. A iund-rateirtg
reception and a dance will
follow the rally until midnight.
Karla Jay, nationally known
lesbian-feminist activist and
coauthor of "After You're
Out." will be the main
speaker.

There will be a car wash at
Burger King Oct. 8, 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. The car wash is
sponsored by Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfoina

Chinese art demo
I-Hsiung Ju, artist-inresidence at Washington &
Lee University, will give a
lecture-demonstration
in
Chinese art Oct. 12, at 7:30
p.m. in Miller 101.

Dance for joggers
A "Dance for Joggers"
class for women will be offered at JMU on Tuesday and
Thursday evenings, Oct. 11Dec. 16 from 5-6 p.m. The fee
will be $20. For additional
information contact Dr. John
Rader at 433-6513.

Physiics seminar
Dr. K. N. Leung of the
physics department will
conduct a
seminar on
"Plasma Heating" Oct. 10 at 4
p.m. in Miller 109.
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BANJOS

YAMAHA

The Area's Largest Selection
Folk Guitar
FG-335 $185.95 Sale $125.00
Classic Guitar

SAVE 25%
ALVAREZ - FENDER
IIDA - HARMONY
Pi.. <*s Range from $99.95 to $1090.00

G-225 $113.95 Sale $75.00
New models

AUTOHARPS

PEAVEY

20% OFF

tW<i
sic

OCT
6
7
8

i
i
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••••
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•••
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Guitar Amps

OSCAR SCHMIDT
12-Chord
15-Chord
21-Chord
Case

• ••«
■••••
■••••

LIST

SALE

$105.00
$110.00
$130.00
$11.00

$84.00
$88.00
$104.00
$8.80

785 E. Market Street
Harrisonburg, Va. 22801

434-4489

ALL 25% OFF
PACER - CLASSIC - DEUCE
STANDARD - MUSICIAN • BASS
Free Peavey T-Shirt with Purchase off Amp

LAYAWAYNOW
FOR CHRISTMAS
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Coors workers strike over requirements
iCHS),—"Do you smoke
marijuana?"
"Are you or have you ever
been a member of the Communist Party?"
"Have vou ever committed
a felony /or which you were
not detected?"
These are a sample of
questions asked potential
employees at Adolph Coors
brewery jn Golden, Colorado.
Several ;years ago Coors
employers asked if the job
applicant was homosexual.
It's difficult to lie if one
believes the answers are none
of Coors business because
they are asked while the
applicants are strapped to a
lie detector.
The use of polygraphs (lie
detector machines) is only one
issue of the five month old
strike at Coors. Strikers of
Brewery Workers Local 366
(AFVCIO) point to the
polygraph and other issues
when explaining their strike is
not for better salaries or
longer vacations but for
human dignity and the right to
have a union which they
believe Coors is trying to
break.
Indeed, many strikers
believe Coors came to the
bargaining table last winter
with contract language that
would have lost the 1500

Polygraph tests given prospective employees

member union gains thai took
20 years to win, in order to
precipitate a crisis among
union membership.
Five months ago it looked
like Coors would win. When
the union voted to strike,
Coors bypassed the union
administration and through a
phone and letter campaign
promised workers they would
not be penalized if they
returned to work (returning
workers did lose seniority)
and that they would be fired if
they did not return to work by
a set date, which is illegal.
The union is now down to
500 members. Many strikers
were scared into returning to
work but even more had to
find full and part-time employment elsewhere.
Since the strike began in
April, momentum has steadily
increased. Coors biggest
outlet, California, saw a sales
drop of 25 per cent in June and
July.
Budweiser took over Coors'
first place status as the beer
beerdrinkers drink most
(documented by the independent Brewers
Association). Support for a
Coors beer boycott in the 13
states selling Coors has been
exceptional. Beer drinkers
have rallied to the union's

cause over the issues of
human dignity.
One of the main issues is
unrestricted use of polygraph
tests.. While many workers
would like to see Coors get rid
of prf employment polygraph
testsj their chief concern is
Coor*^ demand to put a clause
allowing use of the test at the
company's discretion into the
new contract.
If a worker refuses, he or
she \»ill be terminated from
employment. The union feels
unrestrictive use of the test
will hurt workers moraleand
that Coors is trying to control
its workers by weeding out
those who stand up for their
rights.
Coors officials say the test
will be administered only
when there is evidence of
willful neglect on the part of
the workers. "Too vague,"
says the union.
Job seniority is another
issue. Seniority is a basic
tenet of unionism. It protects
the workers job security by
laying off those hired first.
Coors submitted contract
language that would have
seniority status become effective only after two years
with the company.
Union negotiators are
willing to settle for nine
months although they don't
know if their membership will
approve.
Coors' firing policy is an
additional problem. There
are 22 reasons for immediate
discharge and 24 reasons for
progressive discharge
(enough marks against the
workers to fire them). Any
employee alleged to have
made disparaging remarks
about the company or its

feet Your

South Main Laundry
And Dry Cleaning
7596 S. Main St.
Next to S.H. Green Stamp Store
434-V554

product or for any works or
deeds which would discourage
any person from drinking
Coors beer is enough cause for
Coors to discharge an employee.
Committing any acts that
might "offend the common
decency of the community," is
another.
Once the strike began,
Coors added another clause
for negotiations. Coors wants
their business to be an open
shop, that is employees don't
have to join Local 366.
The union is strongly opposed to the clause and see it
as another attempt to undermine them.
Workers
would not have to pay dues but
would be represented by the
union by law.
Negotiations are now at a
deadlock.
The local has
turned to the National Labor
Relations Board in hopes of
having the strike declared an

unfair labor practice strike,!
opening the way for thei
Federal Mediation Agency to!
intervene by forcing both
parties to come to the!
negotiation table.
The board filed five
complaints against the Coors!
company. An administrative
law judge is hearing the case.
Meanwhile, picketing
continues at the brewery by.
strikers living on $25.00 a
week, paid by the AFL-CIO
and fund raising efforts by
support coalitions of political
groups, other unions and
students.
George Meany,
president of the AFL-CIO
denounced Coors in his annual
Labor Day speech heard
through the U.S.
Coors is busy too. The
company announced to the
press they are formulating a
massive publicity campaign
but would give no details.

Library campaign
urged by Carrier
(Continued from Page 1)
after five other applicants
were eliminated in an earlier
vote.
The appointments of Mark
Tracz and Bill Linka as
student judicial coordinator
and advocate coordinator
respectively.
were
unanimously approved by the
SGA senate.
The Executive Council
submitted a proposal calling
for an "immediate investigation" to the solution of

the need for a facility "which
can handle parties uivoiyiiv*
large groups of students, and
which is licensable by the
Alcoholic Beverage Control
Board."
The SGA-sponsored book
sale held at the beginning of
this semester raised $5,000
and was a "limited success,"
according to DeWitt.
"Whether we hold one in
January depends on whether
or not the students want one,"
DeWitt said.
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GRAND UNION
Pabst I2pk. !2oz.
Ifcoz,
Coca Cola
plus deposit

Grand Union Vojurt 3for..... M5
it$ularjijw*s

LaCruzRoja.
Elbuenvecino.

ou. CAN
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NOMADE
MOTOBECANE
Built for the young cyclist who wants to enjoy
the pleasure of a true lightweight 10-speed
bicycle.
This bicycle features a fully lugged 1020
light steel tubing frame, alloy derailleur, alloy

crankset with steel guard, steel rims, alloy
front and rear hubs. — approx. 29 lbs.

too

Mark's Bike Shop

I • 11 < r i

47 Court Square

1094 S. College Ave. Harrisonburg, Vs. 22801

MOTOBECANE

> i o ' a 11»

The Pedal People

_/

Phone (703) 434-5151
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Dukes are Cinderella team in soccer tourney

y

By PAUL McFARLANE
There have always been Cinderella teams, the
heavy underdogs that have defied those odds and
succeeded with hustle, a little moxie and hopes lying
just this side of dreams.
Today, the JMU soccer team is playing that role
against Clemson University in the first round of the
.Clemson Invitation Soccer Tournament.
Of course the Dukes are not playing for any world
championship and head coach Bob Vanderwarker
isn't making any rash predictions, but he does realize
the great odds his team is facing.
Clemson was 20-3-1 a year ago and fourth in the
nation. The Tigers have 15 returning lettermen including Godwin Ogbueze, Christian Nwokocha and
Taiwo Ogunjobi. The front-line trio has scored 95
goals in the past two years. So far this season the
Tigers have outscored their opponents 28-2 while
compiling a 6-0-0 record.
"About all you can say is 'wow', " explained
Vanderwarker. "But I want to get over that 'wow' if I
can. I have tried to indicate to our team that these
are talented players but they are not super human
beings. They can score and do score if you provide
the opportunities."
Last season, the Dukes were unsuccessful twice

with attempted upsets. In Madison Stadium, the
Dukes came up inches and seconds short as they took
a surprised Clemson team into overtime before losing
3-2. But it was a different matter in South Carolina
when Madison was routed 8^0 in the NCAA regional
playoffs.
/\.
. ,
"I really think that most teams, including ours in
the NCAAs, beat themselves against Clemson," said
Vanderwarker. "FJjst of all, they beat themselves
psychologically, and secondly, they fall back to play
total defense and just kick the ball out. If a team
keeps coming at you, a team with this much talent,
eventually they're going to score some goals.
"Basically, our game plan is to try not to be in awe
of them, to respect them. We certainly have to
respect them after the beating they gave us last year
down there."
A large part of not being awed is having confidence
in your team's ability. Instead of being pressured,
Vanderwarker hopes his team can assert some of the
pressure.
"We don't want to panic and just kick the ball
forward," Vanderwarker explained. "That's what
we've sometimes done in the past. If we can control
the ball confidently, particularly in midfield, and do
some inter-passing while running for positions, we

can get out ot our defensive area and into the attacking area.
"This is a key against them; to get the ball into
their area and put some pressure on them instead of
just surviving the whole game. This is an easy thing
for a coach to do. to map out a plan such as this. The
key is to be able to do it on the field of play."
Vanderwarker is approaching the game as a sort
of chess match. Whereas the chessmaster makes
moves after considerable calculations, Vanderwarker is trying to make the moves that will give
him the control of the vital midfield area.
"While we respect them, I think we've got some
very talented players ourselves," said Vanderwarker. "Ana we've been trying to consolidate
the ball handlers into the midfield area without
making any big switches in personnel. I'm talking
about such people as Dave Dragelin, Carl Strong and
Wayne Byrd. We may move John Miskel into midfield to mark Popoola.
"In spite of these guys scoring 95 goals, we feel
Popoola is the key to their attack. He's the supplier,
the tactician and the quarterback. Everything seems
the evolve and revolve around his playmaking. Our
feeling is if we can shut off the source, it will create
Miiiimu'd on Page 15)
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Duchesses tie UVa.
on second half goal

JMU'S JULIE HULL WEAVES her way between
two University of Virginia defenders in one of the
Duchesses numerous drives on the Cavalier goal
Tuesday. Despite keeping the ball in the Virginia
end for a majority of the game the Duchesses had to
settle for a hard-fought 1-1 tie.
Phola by

Oavt Garland

By SARAH STRADER
With 90 seconds left in the
game, Erin Marovelli slipped
a shot into the University of
Virginia goal to give the
James Madison University
Field Hockey team a 1-1 tie
with the Cavaliers Tuesday.
In the first half, both the
teams controlled the ball. The
teams alternated attacks on
each other's goal, yet neither
was successful in scoring
attempts.
JMU goalie Holly Woolard
had two saves in the half,
while the UVA goalie blocked
three.
JMU's Dalynn Patrick had
one goal called back for offsides in the first half.
The Duchesses came back
the second half to control most
of the play.
"We had gaps developing
during the first half, and the
play was much too slow, "
said JMU coach Leotus
Morrison. "But we corrected
these problems in the second
half. The defensive attack was
coming up more to hold UVA
on our side of the field. We

moved quicker and dominated
UVA the entire half."
UVA scored 25 minutes into
the second half on what
Morrison described as a
"breakaway goal."
"We held them back except
for this one play," she noted.
"Unfortunate for us they got
lucky and scored. The score of,
the game does not indicate
how well we played."
There were 2 saves for
Woolard in the second half,
and 3 by the UVA goalie.
In situations when hockey
teams tie, there is no overtime
nor decision by penetration
time. (Ties used to be
decided by penetration time
or how much time each team
kept the ball in play on their
end of the field.)
Morrison
said
the
Duchesses are ready for the
busy weekend. She describes
today's opponent, Towson
State, as a different type team
than UVA.
"They are probably less
skilled, yet many times that
presents a problem all its own.

McMillin planning nothing new for Mars Hill
By BOB GRIMESEY
With his team on the verge
of dropping below .500 for the
first time in three years,
James Madison University
head football coach Challace
McMillin feels "there's no
reason whatsoever" to panic.
As a result, the Dukes are
preparing for this week's
game in Mars Hill, N.C. "the
same way" they "have
prepared all season."
It boils down to McMillin
planning few changes despite
last week's 10-0 loss to
Shepherd College in which the
Dukes gained a total of HI
yards.
"We just kept making
critical mistakes in places we
happened to be going," McMillin said. "A missed catch,

a slip or a missed block all
seemed to happen at crucial
times in places where we
wanted to go.
"We just have to keep
working to eliminate them,
he said.
"We'll just stay with the
same system we've used all
year," McMillin added, "It's
been good for us. It's been
good to me for a long, long
time."
As for Saturday's opposition Mars Hill College, the
Lions have "the biggest
football team we've played
this season and they have very
fine players at the skill
positions," McMillin said.
More importantly, the
Lions
are -a- National
Association of Intercollegiate

Athletics (NAIA) member
school with 20 to 30 players on
full scholarship.
The team as a whole is
supported by funding for close
to 70 scholarships, according
to McMillin.
As a result the Lions should
not be lacking talent and
McMillin agrees.
"The overall skill of the
defense" and
"the highly
skilled people they have at the
skill positions on offense" are
areas that concern the JMU
coach most about the Lions.
Offensively. Mars Hill is
led by quarterback Mark
Dickerson who has completed
41 of 72 passes for 532 yards
and four touchdowns in four
games. The quarterback has
completed 5(5.9 per cent of his

passes and rushed for 40 yards
and a touchdown.
Dickerson's
favorite
targets include wide receivers
Jeff Wade and Richard
Carter.
Wade, the Lions' leading
receiver, has nine catches for
184 yards and two touchdowns. Carter has grabbed six
passes for 184 yards and two
touchdowns.
Mars Hill's rushing offense
is led by runningbacks Roger
Cruell (323 yards on 56 carries
and one touchdown) and
William Washington (199
yards on 52 carries and one
touchdown).
Defense could be a problem
for the Lions as they were
forced to replace seven

starting slots along the line
this season.
The defensive backfield
should be sturdy however, as
the Lions return three of last
years four starters in that
area.
Mars Hill coach Claude
Gibson believes his defensive
backs to be "possibly the best
ever" at the school.
So far this year the Lions
have a record of 2-2, loosing to
Austin Peay (17-15) and
defending NAIA national
runner-up Elon (47-6), while
beating Presbyterian (20-7)
and Gardner-Webb (14-0).
McMillin said the final
score of the Mars Hill-Elon
game was not indicative of the
quality of the teams involved.
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Insanity and jubilance
on the special teams
The murmuring crowd clammors to a roar;
The opposing kicker, arm raised, stands frozen;
The marching band's drums roll like thunder;
And with the sound of the referee's whistle,
Twenty-two athletes are propelled toward one another
with adrenalin for fuel.
What once resembled an orderly set of toy soldiers,
becomes a quagmire of sprinting wildmen and
hurling bodies.
Some scream as they run, others widen their eyes —
all grit their teeth.
Within seconds the battle is over.
The ultimate victory is to put points on the board;
but seldom do the results surpass one's own territory.
Injury rates are high, rewards few.
For most, these few seconds are all that
are experienced during a game.
These athletes are the dedicated of the dedicated.
And that's why their team is caUed "special."

Photos by Mark Thompson
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The word is out-the Has Beens should 'still be'
32-team basketball playoff to begin Sunday
By BOB GRIMRSEY & DENNIS SMITH
A month agojthe "word" passing around the intramuralbaskelball program was that a team called
the Has-Beens "would be" the best.
The "word," as it turned out, was accurate, the
Has/Beens "have been" the best-and with the
playoffs due to start Sunday there appears to be no
reason why they should "stop being."
With the exception of a mid-season slipup where
they lost to the third ranked Space Cowboys, the Has
Beens (6-1 ) were considered by the Breeze to be the
best basketball team on campus (Purple-and-Gold
teams excluded) from beginning to end.
The Has Beens wm formed through the efforts of
Pete Williams and Paul Kitchen, both prominent
players from the last year's numbers one and seven
teams in the final Breeze Top Ten.
In addition to Williams and Kitchen, the Has Beens
used guards Bill Gibson and Pete Seftas, both
returnees from the backcourt of the defending
champion Skinny's Boys, and forward Danny Prior, a
salwart from the front line of last year's seventhranked Lakers.
As if not enough, the Has Beens were aided by Tom
Robinson, Bob Eliot and Greg Richardson, also from
the front line of Skinny's Boys.
Gibson, Kitchen, Robinson and Williams all played
junior varsity basketball for Madison in years past.
Perhaps because he feels the opposition already
has enough reason to be fired up when playing his
team Williams shies from predicting the outcome of
the playoffs.

Final Breeze
Intramural
Basketball Top 20
1. Has Beens
2. Ikenberry
3. Space Cowboys
4. WEOs
5. Hosers
6. Bruins
7. Gifford
8. Tokemasters
9. Shorts IV
10 LOADS A
11. Ground Hogs
12. Wahoos
13. Bearnos
14. Sigma Nu
15. Blackbirds
16. Slucks
17. Dealers
18. LOADS B
19.PKPAAM
20. Pigeons

(6-1)
(7-0)
(6-1)
(5-2)
(4-3)
(7-0)
(6-1)
(4-3)
(6-1)
(7-0)
(6-1)
(64)
(6-1)
(5-2)
(6-1)
(7-0)
(6-1)
(6-0)
(7-0)
(7-0)

Note: Teams in bold still
had one game remaining as of
Breeze publication.
However, with the Has Beens meeting J League
champion BYOB (7-0) in round one, and no one better
than D League champion Wahoos (6-0) in the second
round, the early going does not appear too awesome.
Another former member of Madison's defunct
junior varsity basketball program, Dave Naquin,
was instrumental in the lightening quick back court
of the regular season's second-ranked Ikenberry
team (7-0).
Starting the year as the third-ranked team,
Ikenberry employed the same fast-breaking, fullcourt press attack that has led them to a 27-3 record
over the last three years. With the eighth-ranked
Tokemasters' upset of the Space Cowboys at the end
of the season, Ikenberry vaulted to a secure place in
the number two spot.
In addition to Naquin, Ikenberry's fast-paced
game is led by guards Ed Parry and Jim Naquin, and
forwards John Talamo, Keith Karamarkovich and
Bob Hott.
Perennial intramural power Space Cowboys (6-1)
started the year as the second-ranked team, moved
up to number one after beating the Has Beens, then
finished at>nnrnber three 'following, the upset loss to
the Tokemasters.

Despite beating the Has Beens at a time when the
top-ranked team wa» missing Williams and Robinson, the victory allowed the Cowboys to finish in first
place of A League and thus draw the easiest route
through the playoffs.
Opening against the second-place team from J
League, the best team the Cowboys could face in
round two would be the sixteenth-ranked Slucks (7-0)
from E League.
The WEOs (5-2) finished in third place in A League
and ranked fourth in the Breeze survey-about where
they were supposed to finish.
Although they started third-ranked, the WEOs lost
in predictable fashion to the Space Cowboys and Has
Beens and at one time dropped as far as fifth.
With the outside fire power of guards John Crooks,
Gerry Balestrieri and Dave Wyatt, and forward Scott
Shafer added to 6-foot-5 center Joe Pierpont's
rebounding capability, the WEOs look strong at
playoff time.
The WEOs biggest problem should not come until
the quarterfinal matchup with Ikenberry.
Finishing fifth in the Breeze poll, and fourth in A
League, is the Hosers (4-3).
Although the team gained forward Rick Nunnelly,
last year's intramural one-on-one runner-up, his
precense was not enough to overcome the loss of. 6foot-4 center Jeff Simon as the Hosers lost to the Has
Beens, Space Cowboys and WEOs.
The sixth-ranked Bruins moved into the Top Ten
last week with a 6-0 record and a 59-54 win over the B
League runner-up Bearnos. Guard Mike Smith leads
the team's fast-break which has been the key to its
success.
Gifford (6-1) got as high as fourth following the
WEOs loss to the Cowboys, but lost a close game to
Sigma Nu at the end of the season to drop to its final
seventh-ranking.
The "Main Dorm" should have few problems in
the early going of the playoffs however.
The Tokemasters (4-3) finish in the eighth spot
even though they did not receive a playoff bid from
the tough A league.
The team developed a habit of losing by narrow
margins to A league powers, until Jhepeating the
Space Cowboys 52-49 to drop the ^Cowboys from the
top spot.
Ninth-ranked Shorts IV finished second in the
Championship Division II by beating SPE 51-37. The
team is considered to be one of the toughest
rebounding squads in intramurals.
F League champion LOADS A (7-0) defeated the
Uprights by eight points but cruised to victory in the
rest of their games, never winning by less than 19.
The LOADS feature a fast-break attack off a
strong rebounding game but should have a hard time
dealing with the superior WEOs in round two.
C League champion Ground Hogs (6-1) outgunned
the fifteenth-ranked Blackbirds(6-1) to win the league
title.
Both the Blackbirds and the Ground Hogs finished
with identical records to the seventeenth-ranked
Dealers (6-1) in C League, the champion was decided
by point margins.
D League champion Wahoos (6-0) • finished in
last year's Top-Twenty and end this year ranked
twelfth.
The Bearnos (6-1) lost to the Bruins for the B
League crown but still finish thirteenth in the Breeze
Top Twenty. The Bearnos play a fast-paced game led
by Dominic Laiti at center.
Although many thought they were overrated,
Sigma Nu (5-2) started the year ranked tenth and
remained there for more than a couple of weeks.
However after losing to unranked AXP 42-40 and then

losing another game by default, the fraternity team
drobped quickly.
Thp team ended the season on a bright note,
dowjning Gifford 61-54 dropping them to the number
seven position.
The sixteenth-ranked Slucks (7-0) hustled past the
Nuttesville Nets (6-1) for the E League title on the
last!night of the season.
LOADS B is the second team in the LOADS
organization, and like their counterparts in F
League, they too finished 7-0 and champion of their
league (I).
The team is led by the outside shooting of Jim
Barbeand J.W. Mitchell and must face the Hosers in
round one.
Rate the LOADS B eighteenth in the end.
PKPAAM finishes ranked nineteenth after
compiling a 7-0 record to win G League while the
Pigeons, also 7-0 round out the field at number twenty
and in first place of H League.
Although it would seem safe to predict the playoff
semifinalists to be the Has Beens, Space Cowboys,
Ikenberry and Hosers, when it is all over, the Has
Beens should "still be" the best.

WEOS FORWARD SCOTT SHAFER GRABS
a rebound from Has Been center Bob Eliot
during Monday's final regular season game
for both teams. The Has Beens prevailed 72-57
to insure their top-rating in the year's final
Breeze Top Twenty Poll. They finish the year
with a 6-1 record. The WEOs finished the
season with a 5-2 record and ranked fourth.
Photo by Bill Benaviti

Hoffman and Dingledine in semifinal
By RICHARD AMACHER
Darlene Ferguson and
Marie Crump combined for
five touchdown passes in
Dingledine's 59-0 crushing win
over CCM, in women's intramural flag football playoff
quarterfinals Tuesday night.
Ferguson completed four of
seven passes f6r three touchdowns and Crump added four
of five for two touchdowns for
Dingledine.
Patty Meyerhoeffer, Tina
VanHiere, and Vickie Collins
each scored two touchdowns
• • for the team. Jan Davis- and

Marie Crump scored one
each.
Jay Satterfield was the key
to the Dingledine defense with
three of the team's five interceptions.
Dingledine finished the
regular season 5-0.
In other NFC quarterfinal
action, Mary Spencer's 10yard touchdown run gave
Frederickson a 6-0 win over
Chappelear.
Sandy Bailey scored both
touchdowns for Hoffman in
the team's 12-0 AFC victory
over Converse in another

Tuesday night game.
For the sixth time this
season Hoffman's defense
held its opponent scoreless.
Eagle. Ill received a
forfeit
over
defending
champion Shorts in the other
AFC game Tuesday night.
In
the
semifinals,
Dingledine
(6-0)
met
Frederickson (5-1) and
Hoffman (6-0) met Eagle III
(5-1) Wednesday night. The
winners met in the championship game Thursday
night.
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"Welcome JMU
Students"

s

Dukes meet Tigers

LA HACIENDA
Finest Mexican & American Food
IS* OFF Any Combination Plate

f-

Mexiean and American Beer
Hun 11-11 Fri Sat 11-12 Rt 11 South Hjrritonourj ft Staunton Onlf

11 onliniit'd from PaRf '-'
will create some problems for
them in getting the ball up
front.
"Again, these are plans,
and they succeed or they can
not succeed, depending upon
execution," he noted.
For the Dukes, presently 51-0, playing the underdog is
not a common role.
"I have to look at us as
being the Cinderella team in
the tournament," Vanderwarker said.
"That
doesn't bother me. I woul3
rather go into it that way
because we know we've got to
beat two very good teams. .
"It's not often that during
the course of the season that
we're the underdog. We have
had to cope with being
mentally prepared for a team

aspiring to beat the big boys,
and the big boys were us
"Now it's the other way
around We're going to play
the big boys. We have to get
ourselves psychologically
prepared, but this does not
present much of a task for me
Our guys will definitely be
ready."
Mid-Atlantic Soccer
Top Ten
1
2.
3
4
5.
6
7
8
9
10

i As done by the Intercollegiate
Soccer Association of America )
Loyola College
(5-0-01
Howard
12-0-0)
Davis* F.lkins
(4-0-0)
UMBC
(8-0-0)
James Madison
(5-1-0)
Navy
(3-1-0)
Randolph Mjcon
(4-1-0)
William 4 Mary
(4-1-0)
Maryland
(4-2-0)
Alderson-Rroaddus
(4-1-0)

^^^^^B^^~8^B^B^8'8^n^!n^^^^^ 111 B'CB 8 B B B B'»a B a a B B'BTyTnrbHnra'BVB'BTnnrBTyrvyg

Jh» (NIlltTAJNHl NT AMUStMlNJ CO
HKSfNrj

^V

40-50% off

V

I

WAYLON JENNINGS
AND THE WAYLORS

Presses
Sweaters

SPECIAL GUEST

JESSI COLTER
FRI OCT-21 8 pm

Jump Suits
J ant Suits

TICKETS ON SALE NOW
$7.50 $6.50 All Seats Reserved
SAltM «0»NO«E •■»..!» CViC 'IN Tl» 'O «C' *HA

• |M VHG1N1A 74 113

Cf«"' ;r ""(■">'■ t MON »r >■ m •• ■
tNCiC/c S. ' ACAfE&VaVAAHtDCK-vi.Oft

ROANOKE COUNTY
Jfours

TICon. -Js)ed. 10-6

7Aurs 7ri.

10-9

'K-"

>:30-3

\

JVIC CENTER.

NOAH'S ARK
MT SHOP
New Arrivals

Rolling Stones

LOVE YOU LIVE

Peter Townshend ROUGH MIX .~,
Steely Dan AJA

Priced
Now At

Spiney Tailed Iguanas
• • • Garden Snakes
• • •.. California Painted Turtles
• • • American Chameleons
. . . Baby Half-moon Parrots
...18 Fancy Parakeets
(unde^ti months)

. . ■ Angora Hamsters -

And More !H
125 W. Water St.

> utT^tftffeJT-* - V"_';

434-1922

-JSBBB*

.
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Duchesses win first meet
Women's Cross Country
Morriss (20:16) who finished
second and third.
Senior
Beverley Dorman (20:26).
freshman Karen Loving
(21:14) and sophomore Jan
Soper (21:53) finished fourth,
fifth and sixth, respectively.
The Duchesses carried out
coach Flossy Love's strategy
of running as a team to perfection.
If the Duchesses
continue their strong-pack
running, according to Love,
the season should prove to be
very successful.

By DOUG STEARMAN
The James
Madison
University women's cross
country team won its opening
match Tuesday by soundly
defeating the University of
Richmond 20-47.
JMU captured the match
by placing five Duchesses
among the six top finishers.
Richmond's top runner.
Debra Snaggs. easily took
first place with a winning time
of 18:39 over JMU's threemile course while maintaining
a 150- to 200-yard lead
throughout most of the race.
Leading the Duchesses fine
finish were juniors Sandy
Bocock (20:04) and Beverly

JMU'snext meet is today at
Eastern Mennonite college.
The race is scheduled'to begin
at 4:00.

FREE ENOfiAUING
OCTOBER
Up to 10 Letters
ers
ONLY

(our merchandise only)

-Pins, Pendants, Charms, Lockets, Pewter Bracelets
-Baby Gifts
-Cross and Anson Pens & Pencils
-Key Rings, Money Clips, Knives, Tie Bars, Tie Tacs
-Cuff Links, Lighters, British Sterling, Idents
-Watches
-Silver & Pewter Trays, Bowls & Other Gifts

David B. Garber Jeweler, Inc.
By Parking Deck

*4t

*</

MOSBY'S
MILL

i.New Fall & Winter Hoars
\Tue»-Fri 5»..ai.-9:30D.m Sat
Sun. 12 noon-9:30 p.m.

I Monday m tj|j

fmk $mh$1 E/trtH 4 Shrimp,
Ukhe hHt, fknit, Ckmt.iH
aaaam mrniimmwwl wmwtww in WrwmmW.
V##ff IN WW Ml MBit

No Interest on Accounts
mjjxmjujmujujj^^

ANNOUNCING: THE ARRIVAL
OF OUR
WOOLEN
PRODUCTS

********************

Heavy *rap neater* and
tunics for ladies
New for this year are our
vests for men and women
All products are 100*
§
natural wool and are hand
knitted in Colombia...

Siff. i«4 SIR. Lmek
4 M. OtlMttiet ttotk

G

•lit
*******************3),

GALERIA

ffOMM mM, CWO S>W

International Shop
60* W. Elizabeth Si.
Dail> 10:00-5:00
Fri. til 8:30
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RECORDS
CHE4P11
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sale
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THE MUSE
30 So. Main
TOD A Y. & TOM ORROW

llcyd's
Hallmark
13 S, *4 tii I inK< ■ 11 ■),
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Men's Cross Country:

JMU Scoreboard
JMU Sports this weekend
Today
Volleyball — University of South
Carolina Invitational Tournament
through Saturday, Away.
Soccer — Clemson Invitational
Tournament; Davis I Klkins vs. South
Florida. JMU vs. Clemson, Away
Field Hockey — Towson State
University, Home, 3:30 p m
Saturday
Football — Mars Hill College. Away,
2: IS air time along the JMU radio sports
network.
Field Hockey — University of
Maryland, Home, 2:00p.m.
Sunday
Soccer — Clemion University
Invitational Tournament; Consolation
Game; Championship Game.
Men's Golf — Joseph Bostell
Invitational Tournament through
Monday

3

178

360

<; Int Ret

Hans rote
Logan
Battle
Tuell

4
4
4
4

Punting
G No.
4 27

Leonard

<

37
5
14
2

Ydt
1012

Ave

37.5

Soccer Leaders
(After 6 garnet)
Scoring
(3 or more points)

PU

Johnson
Podlesny
Dragelln

Mullenex
Rushing
G Att Ydt Ave
4
75 2*5
3f

II 2*6
31 77
19 26

By KEN TERRELL
Although the Dukes' cross
country team placed all five of
their scoring runners in the
top ten positions, it was not
enough as visiting University
of Richmond ran away with
the first two places to help
cinch a 24-31 dual meet victory, Tuesday.
JMU's Richard Ferguson
(27 minutes:nine seconds)
and Mike Greehan (27:15)
both bettered Ferguson's
27:17 course record, set
against VPI September 23, but
they had to settle for third and
fourth places. Richmond's
Hillary Tuwei (25:47) outdistanced the competition for
first place, followed by
teammate Ed Perkins (26:56)
in second.
The next three runners for
each team decided the race.
Mike Benshoff (27:43) placed
sixth, Greg Kraus (28:16)
eighth, and Jeryl Turner
(28:30) tenth for the Dukes,
while Richmond runners
grabbed fifth, seventh and
ninth to ensure the win.

Pet

171 50 0

Interceptions

Lee

Bowers

3
3
4

Ydt

0

G Cta Ydt
4
10 113
4
• 1J3
4
4
35
4
3 40

Hetherington
Borders
Hutson
Knox

Byrd

Harris
Cappalli
DeMarco

*

2«
14
SO
II
Receiving

Hochkeppel

Showker

Hatt
Harris.
Bowers
Hutson

Jones
Bowers

Richmond outpaces JMU

GP Git Ait PU

Football Leaders
(After 4 games)
Scoring
G TD xpt FG

Patting
Alt Cpl Int

4.4
2.0
1.4

Fuller
Nay
Allen

I
6
I
6
6
6

8
2
1
1
1
1
0

Goal keeping
( 75 or more minutes)
Git. ShutGP Min Savt Agit Outs
4
315
25
S
2
3
147
<
10
3
75
4
0
0
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Tuwei. a world-class
steeplechaser from Kenya,
blazed through the first mile
in 4:36 en route to a quartermile-plus victory. Only
Olympic Marathon Champion
Frank Shorter has beaten him
in recent months, according to
JMU cross country coach Ed
Witt.
Ferguson managed to stay
within striking distance of
Perkins until the final mile,
but Richmond's sub-4:lo
miler had the speed edge over
the flat finish. Witt ranks
Perkins as one of the top three
runners in the state, behind
Tuwei and "possibly" Chris
Fox of the University of
Virginia.
Witt found several positive
notes in his team's second
Division I loss in three
outings.
Kraus, a senior, has surprised the coach with his
steady improvement. In his
first season of intercollegiate
cross country running, Kraus
has moved from fifth to fourth
man on the team and Tuesday

The coach pointed to the
unbroken line of six JMU
runners, five of them freshmen, who finished directly
behind Turner, as a possible
indication of strong teams to
come. Freshman Al Cardwell
(28:43) led the group, as
JMU's sixth finisher, lowering
his own best time for the
course by one minute.
L***. !.*.*<

Thurs., Fri. 9:30-9:00

roh
New York Style

PIZZA
20* off

FOR STUDENTS ON PIZZA
PIES AND SANDWICHES
WITH JMU I.D.

%

Sun.-thurs.
11AM-12 midnight
Fri.-Sat.
11AM-1AM
778 E. Market
Fast Carry Out

B.C. 8 ph. ............................ *.8Wde p.
fcrtst 6 ph
|JW

'•?*'

«iTcncu*%
Camera Shop

2.7*

Alrtuden
Magnum Burgundy, Chablis, Rose.......... 2.M
Yukon drinks 3 qts.......................... 1.00

Portrait Studio

Apples 3 lb. tag

Complete Camera Supplies
and Free Film on Kodacolor
and B&W Film
1 DAY FINISHING SERVICE!

Red, Golden, Jonathon.........
(>%
A*P All meat franks I lb..............
7*
A*P Sliced Bologna I lb
M
A*P Assorted luncheon Meats 3 02...... 2/.70
Ann Page Ice Cream 1/2 gal....'.
88

20% Discount
on all camera shopsupplies photo finishing both
color and black & white or free film
79 E. Market St. 434-5314

fret < effective through October 8 in Harrisonburg.
Not responsible for typographical errors
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season and bettered his VPI
time by forty seconds in
Tuesday's race. Witt believes
that Greehan is "coming
around" and should be primed
for the state meet, October 15.

Fall store hours
Mon., tues.,vVed. and Sat.9:30-5:00

»»«gSS3S,«,«S$Sj$SS

,

Witt was also encouraged
by Greehan's improvement
over the last two races.
Greehan,
last season's
number-one man, has moved
from third to second man this

Fun Clothes For All Occasions

All Warm Ups
20 % OFF
with Madison ID

G53D

Kraus won last year's intramural cross country race.

NEY'S HOUSE OF
FASHION

107 E. Water St.
434-6580

ssssssw

shaved one minute off his time
for the course since the VPI
race.
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Valley Sports
Center, Inc.

D pk......
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MCDONALDS MEMORIAL TENNIS

TOURNAMENT
For -Til* American Cancer Society

M The Shenandoah Valley toeenet Club, he. (to. 13, 14, IS, U
Men's Doubles-Women's Doubles-Mixed Doubles
TIMES; THE FIRST ROUND MATCHES START AT 5:30 em,
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 13 THE FINALS START AT
2:30pm SUNDAY THERE IS A IS MINUTE DEFAULT
TIME.
AWARDS: TROPHIES WILL BE PRESENTED TO THE 1ST PLACE
WINNERS IN ALL DIVISIONS
ENTRY FEE: (MEMORIAL) '10.00 PER PERSON; '15.00 TWO
"~^"""^ EVENTS
ENTRY DEADLINE: CHECKS PAYABLE TO AMERICAN CANCER
SOCIETY AND RETURN TO EITHER McDONAlD'S, VALLEY
SPORTS, OR SHENANDOAH VALLEY RACQUET CLUB NO
LATER THAN 9:00 pm OCTOBER 12,1977. (ALL FEES ARE
TAX DEDUCTABLE)
PHONE

NAME

^v

ADDRESS
EVENTS
PLEASE CIRCLE THE EVENTS YOU WISH TO ENTER AND STATE PARTNER'S NAME AND PHONE
NUMBER. PARTICIPATION IS OPEN TO PERSONS OF ALL AGES.
MEN'S DOUBLES

(CHAMPIONSHIP,OPEN)

(CLASS A, INTERMEDIATE,NOVICE)

CIRCLE ONE

PARTNER'S NAME AND PHONE
WOMEN'S DOUBLES" (CHAMPIONSHIP,OPEN)

(CLASS A, INTERMEDIATE,NOVICE)

CIRCLE ONJ

PARTNER'S NAME AND PHONE
MIXED DOUBLES

(CHAMPIONSHIP,OPEN)

(CLASS A, INTERMEDIATE,NOVICE)

CIRCLE ONE

PARTNER'S NAME AND PHONE
I AM PLAYING IN MEMORY OF
PLEASE SEND MEMORIAL CARD T7T
ADDRESS

>

SIGNATURE

•y.y.iy.v

M

.'T5V

. .

I
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ANOTHER PROGRAM BOARD PRESENTATION

**pm***m+******n«ifim .VI^l^l.^l.'.IJ.lAI.^IJ.lJ.ia.i^.i.i.i.t.t^ij.ij.i.t.ij.i^w..... ..... .j. Mj.^Tj-f.^j.|( tjj
(
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SECOND ANNUAL
-

COMIM^r

^flltES,-

- •

!!i

APPUCATIONS AVAILABLE
AT CPB OFFICE
RETURN TO
„ CPB OR BOX 135

*rO

J9

4f(J

'ADDITIONS 7PM-11PM
007! /7M JMU0W HAU

oer.tM WILSON urn.
I PIECES

few &

3 MIN MAX 1

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS OCT. 14th

ooee.

TitsroSTtHnsMFir
.--__JttiIU8!L-_.

//?,

AL
//

DONT SAY WE
DIMTWARN
YOU.'!

TECHNICAL REHEARSALS FOR SHOW:
OCT 23-24th 7PM WILSON HAU
WELCOME All GROUP AND SINGLE ACTS!!!
■ .■. i .■■ i.». i .M .'.LM ... i ,i. i .■. i... \ .!.,i .i. i ,i. i .i. i ,i, i ,1,1,1, i .1, i ,i, i ,i, i ,i, [ w.i,.i.,r.f.m.ix!.T.v Mmfeujjmim
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CPB BILLBOARD
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W»NC%»AY

«%»WIN

NCTW%IIK
1
¥:

Concert
Friday
October 7

<"*

8 p.m.
Wilson Hall |
:

FREE W/ID

The'Wti^it Bros.

Public $2.00
*A
■:■:■:■:■'.■■'.■:■:■:•'.■:•>:•»

•.■.•.■.•.•.•.•.•.■.•.•. .•.•.•.•.•.•.:

''W&MsiMs&

Precision Cuts
|and Body Perm:
for the curly
look!

Coiffures
Lorren
|A REDWN Saloi
4347375
\48 W. Elizabeth
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Mars Hill to pose tough test for Dukes
"iniuil Iri.m |»aS,. |2)
"Our scouting reports were
that Elon scored early on a'
couple
of
breaks
and
everything just fell apart," he
said "The game really didn't
give a fair indication of Mars
Hill's ability."
The only real question is
still tailback George Harris
who left the Hampden-Sydney
game two weeks ago with a
sprained knee and has not
seen action since.
McMillin labeled Harris as

doubtful and said he will use
three
tailbacks-Dennis
Hutson. Chris Beer and Butch
Robiason.
No matter who starts at
tailback, the Dukes will have

to generate a more potent
offense against Mars Hill than
they did against Shepherd last
week or this Saturday will be
an especially long afternoon
for JMU.

Field Hockey:

Duchesses face two bis tests

l>-.c(t. 12)
I'll
" •■Min.H'cl from Page
University of Maryland will
be the team for us to beat,"
she said.
The Duchesses meet
Maryland Saturday at
2
p.m. on the Astro-turf. JMU
will be concentrating on
lill.it'll (■'..».

.

mistakes. The final product is
a stronger and constantly
improving team."

"We learn from our
mistakes, as with UVA,"
continued the coach. "But we
then work to correct those

The junior varsity field
hockey team had a similar

Beer
Snacks
Soft Drinks
next to Campus on Main St.
• Special prices on Warm Beer*

Just Arrived at:
Tfo UlCU!0tMitj SqMW
A New Selection of Jewelry
by Whiting and Davis
Necklaces, Bracelets
Earings-Matching Sets
56 South Main Street

Fridays Til 9:00
Low Warehouse Prices
Free Parking
Factory Authorized
Service
26 Pleasant Hill Rd.
Harrisonburg, 434-4722

. ^ J V. team will be
Playing Towson State Friday
g£ University of Maryland
Saturday following the varsity
games.
'

CANDLES
btfWfokedWick

PINE SELECTION
*6KCN PLANTS
POTS ^MACRAME.

GandmQtofa
ZOtS 8. MAIN 43*Jl3i>

i

FRIDAYS SATURDAY
OCTOBER 7th & 8th

•
•
•
•

-

OPEN
9:30-S DAILY
Thurs. & Fri.
nil jhtstil 9pm

178 S. Mason Si.

/<_<-•

day as the varsity team on
Tuesday. Theresa Williams
made the only goal for JMU in
the first half to tie the score 11. The season record now
stands at 2-0-1.

Including:

$e cV-

','.',''■'/

—

keeping up defense while
attempting to score more,
according to Morrison.

fid way Arco^-Grocery

^f^**

The game is scheduled to
begin at 2:30 p.m. and air time
for the pregame show on the
James Madison University
Sports Radio Network is 2:15
p.m

36 chords
auto, bast
rhythm guitar

ZACHARY SUPERSTAR
ELECTRONIC ORGAN
Includes Bench

MMTMU CASSETTE RECORDER
■ Automatic Level Control
• Automatic Shut-off (play S record)
• Built-in Condenser Microphone
3 Way Power
• Cue and Review

«W

N*}2*
Rt. I 1 South
yS
^41^
Harrison burg, Va.
^^r
WffSw
434-5946
S^
■

m^™^^

Tape
Sale

Oct^ 6th-Oct. 11th

AUCode"K" Reg-$6.79

ONLY $4.99

Job search techniques
explained in workshop
(Continued from Page I)

According to Jackson,
resumes do not get the applicant a job so it is necessary
to follow up an interview
Phone calls, letters or even
unique ideas to expand a
company's projects may get
that applicant the job he
wants. Jackson said

Although the aim of the
work game is satisfaction,
Jackson said you should make
a lot of money because your
salary is an indication of how
powerful you are. You should
always let the employer name
the salary first because he
tends to name higher than the
applicant, Jackson said. You
should also always get an
extra $1,000 coming out of the
value you produce. "Don't sell
out too cheap, if you can
handle that negotiation, you
can produce at that level."
A ten page outline of
"Guerilla Tactics in the Job
Market" is available at the
Office of Career Planning and
Placement.
r ——

I
I
I CM
I 0
I •

This fine authentic English
Fish and Chips house also
features delicious Colonial
Fried Chicken, man sized
submarines at modest prices.
Be sure to try beer on tap, a
lager and lime or coleslaw
made fresh daily.

1
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815 E. Mark** St., Harrison burg
433-8784
Convenient Drive-Up Window
Call Ahead Far Fait
Take Out Service

z
o
a.
3
O

JMU distributes bond info
(Continued from Page I)
"no" to the whole package,
Virginians may vote for or
against any one issue.
"I think if a person votes
for one part, he'll vote for all
of them," Sonner said. "The
way the ballot is written won't
make any difference."
Local bond issues have
often been voted down in
Virginia. 'The problem there
is you run into local politics,"
Sonner said. "People vote 'no'
because they disagree on
which local schools should get
the money. That won't happen
with a state-wide bond."
The bond issue has
_desigjiated funds for 13 four

-NOdflOD

year colleges and six community colleges.

State legislation for the
bond issues has set the
maximum allowable interest
rate at 6 per cen» However,
Virginia's bonds have triple A
rating-the highest rating
possible-so the interest will
probably be lower.

it the bond issue passes,
anyone may purchase state
bonds. Interest payments to
individual bondholders are
exempt from federal and state
taxes in Virginia. Virginia
pays the value of the bond in
annual installments. Existing
general tax revenue is used to
pay off the bonds.

Electronic checking
(Continued from Page 1)
food items, although it is
looking
for
automatic
machinery
that
would
produce the old items faster
Griffin said.

Wvegot"

-i

as
'* 0
Will You Be
The First To Give
Her Diamonds?
Choose the first diamond
you give her with care!
10 K gold to hold it and
a design that will stand
the test of time.
$19.95
»

Student
Accounts Invited

Jewel Box
^04fNMos*fCiAir«*sroeowfew«f*«s

28 South Main
434- 6X16

Transfer tickets are worth
$8 per month, allowing a
student two meals a week at
the campus center. The
amount is based approximately on the price of
meals at the dining hall, 97
cents for lunch and $1.43 for
dinner. The prices charged for
lunch and dinner in the dining
hall are $1.75 and $3
respectively.
Theoretically, the costs
balance between the dining
hall and campus center
Griffin said, adding that more
people are now eating at the
center and helping to lessen
crowds in the dining hall.
Transfer tickets are not
redeemable at the soup and
sandwich line, so most
commuters are not affected
Only half of the students
with contracts picked up their
tickets in September, so food
services will offer another
chance from Oct. 10-13 from 7
to 8 p.m., at entrance sue.
The remainder of the ticket is
for October only.
Because of significant
numbers of student teachers
transfer tickets are only good
for eight-week periods. New
ones will be issued for
November and December
Griffin said.

*•*•

The Fabric Shop
The Largest Selection in the Valley
Notions TrimsBurlap-Felt

Buttenck

and Simplicity
Patterns

This Ad & Student ID
Saves 10% on sale items
91 It. Main Street

o

NOW!

Harmon burg. Virginia
434-5663

tun
Cover charge V% price
7pm-8pm
Wed. - Sat. til 2 a
H>j

29-33 S. Libert
.*»'/»/»>

4
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Classifieds
For sale
YARD SALE: Sat., Oct. 8. 10
a.m.-5 p.m. Antiques, books,
glassware, bake sale and
more. McGaheysville jet. of 33
and 649. Look for white house
and sign.

By Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
SO BY 77ME THE
CANAL WAS FINALLY
COMPLETE P, AROUND
250 MILLION CUBIC
YARDS OF EARTH HAD
BEEN MOVED BY THE
AMERICANS.

..AND IN THE
PROCESS. SOME
5,000 WORKERS
LOST THEIR
LIVES!

5000?
GOOD LORD1
PIPN'TTHAT
SHOCK THE
PUBLIC?

WELL, NOT REALLY.
EVERYONE WAS TOO
AMAZED BY THE
ENGINEERING TRIUMPH TO PM IT
ANY MINP.

I

ALSO, THE
H6URESUERE
RELEASED IN
THE MIDDLE OF
WORLD WAR I.
\^

OH.. SO IT
KlNPOFGOT J
LOST IN THE 5
SHUFFLE,
HUH?
\

TENNIS RACKETS: 2 Adidas
Haillets. 2 Yonex T-8500
(green),
1
Dura-Fiber
Duraluminum
and
1
Spaulding Lotus-one. All 4
and 5-8 grip and string.
Priced to sell. Call 433-7341.
TECHNICS SL23 TURNTABLE, cartridge and needle.
All in very good condition.
Contact John at 433-8660.

ACTUALLY, KIRB1, Hit MOST
AMAZIN6 THIN6 ABOUT THE
CANAL IS THAT THEY FINISHED
IT A YEAR AHEAP OF

SACRIFICE PRICES on (1)
electric portables and other
portables and standards. Call
434-2797.

UH-HUH! NOT ONLY WHAT HAP7
THAT, BUTTTALSO PENED SOME
COST SEVERAL MIL- S0RJ0FACLIONLESS THAN IT C0UNTING
ERROR7
mSSUPPOSED

V

.

OH, ABSOLUTELY!
SEE, THE SPANISHAMERICAN (WAR
WENT WAY OVER

BUDGET..

YEAH, BUT
I DIDN'T
THINK THAT
IHAS HIS

pumta..

ir

TEAC
4010S
REEL-TOREEL: 4-track, 2-channel.
Automatic reverse, 3 forward
speeds. Less than 1,000 hours
use. Originally $750; need
$250. High quality sound. 4348211.
GIGANTIC BASEMENT
SALE: Sat., Oct. 8 at 9 a.m.,
216
Orchard
Lane,
Harrisonburg. Near campus,
off Crawford. Lots of clothing-mostly women's.
Many
household items and "knicknacs" for your rooms.

NO, THEY REAL- HMM-. SOUNDS
LY BROUGHT LIKE ROOSEVELT
IT IN UNDER WAS TRYING TO
BUDGET.'
SCORE SOME "
\
NEEDED POINTS !

WELL, WAT DO
Y0UKN0W?OL'
JOHN MINE HAS
COME OUTFORTHE
CANAL TREATY/
/

THEDUKB?
YOU HOPING ME?

I

HE MUST NOT HAVE
THE FULL SlOR)'.'SOMEONE'S BEEN FEEDING
HIM A LOT OF BULL!
\

■JkggflBQiBia.

5 iSSfitSK^fis*

I MEAN, I KNOW THE
DUKE! IF HE KNEW THE
FACTS, HE'D SAY, FORGET
THE DAMN TREATY. AND
SEND IN THE MARINES!

HUH? NO
B.D., THEY'RE KIDDING? I
ALREADY
HAVENTSEEN
THERE!
THE PAPERS
FOR AWHILE..

SCUBA
DIVING
DISCOUNTS, Rental, Rock
Shop, Blue Ridge Dive and
Craft Shop. 1726 Allied Street,
Charlottesville. Hours 1-5 Sat.
and Sun. Phone 804-293-6984.

For rent
ROOM FOR RENT: Female.
Private home near JMU.
Kitchen priviledges Pay only
$80 per month! Call 433-1240
after 4 p.m.

Wanted
t

ADDRESSERS WANTED
IMMEDIATELY! Work at
home-no experience
necessary-excellent pay.
Write American Service, 8350
Park Lane. Suite 269, Dallas,
Texas 75231.
WANTED: Junior or older
guys that fulfill these
qualifications:
must be
masculine but sensitive,
witty, intelligent, attractive,
5' 11" or taller, fun loving,
easy to talk to and natural.
Please contact Box 3142 or
phone 4758.

Lost
LADIES BULOVA WATCH:
Silver with diamonds. Lost
Sat. Oct. 1, probably in area of
Miller Hall. Call 7327. A
reward is offered.

Found
HIGH SCHOOL RING: Upper
Pennsylvania High School
class of '76.
Found at
Southampton Coin Laundry.
Inquire during regular hours.
..'

A GOLD BRACELET on the
Hillcrest Garden path early
Saturday morning. Initials
JSBWorlSBW Call 433-5240.

Personal
MARIANNE: The proof is in
the Pudding, sweetie. You're
a big rjrl now. Remember:
SC-SR+KL-HB, and have a
happy birthday. Bushbaby
and Limelady.
"FREEDOM'S JUST
ANOTHER WORD
for
nothing left to iose"~-what do
you call it when you've
nothing and you're not free
either? Time's a'wasted, I'd
like to be pasted.
LA, BURNS. SHIRL, DOT,
TOOTS, KID, AND R.T. (as
opposed to R.G.): Thanks for
a hell of a good day. You guys
are the best!
(Remember
those who fly United.) Later
man. Flash.
TO MY SILVER FOX:
Remember the cloudy days
will pass and soon we'll be
flying silken kites in blue skies
on sunny days. Puddin' will
be there, too. Miss you.
Pumpkin Seed.
R.R. ROVER: Don't worry-I
shall return safe and sound.
What of my October offer? a
friendly penguin

MY FAVOURITE GEEK:
Enjoy the coming week, enjoy
life-but especially enjoy the
twelfth, a fellow geek.

MOM AND DAD-how are
tilings in oh? Just thought
I'd see if you read the back
page, too. Who else?

MISS GREEN: Give up Tom
and take a little rest. You are
not giving your social life
enough time.
Remember"Librarians
are
novel
lovers." Rhett Butler.

ROOMIE-I'm not there
because I'm here (where
else?) These four walls are
about to cave in, but at least I
won't fall off a cliff! Let's
hear it for a great weekend,
but not e.p. along with all
three! Me

NANOOK No relocations in
the near future-spaces are at
a premium. Suggestions? I've
one, but it wouldn't be appreciated. T.
THIS NOTE isn't on the
'kitchen table, but it's just as
mean and nasty. Why doesn't
one of you try the hell hole for
a while, then you might understand.
MIKEY-As soon as I get my
drop seat fixed
MOM: HELP!
ONE MORE TREE will fall,
how strong the growing vine;
turn the earth to sand and still
commit no crime: how one
thought will live provide the
others die: I have no riches.
HIGH. P.D.

BEEN THERE: If this one
does not do it, I shall resign.
Follow-up No. 1 is not yet
complete...Also, O's have not
been M's lately...typists are
better than ever, though, the
kid.

•-w a. •

PAUL-if you hadn't read
through the x's you never
would have known, right?
Well, it's all true and. ah, that
decent too!

IF WYTHEVILLE, VA. is the
place you call home, please
call Tom at 434-8211.
TO THE ONE who manages
all things -I hope you manage
fine tomorrow, but be careful
of any unusual people. NED
MAY- I promise. May it
bring you the beginning of
everything you will ever need
or want. KS
ROOMIE: Wee-ooo! We are
going to kick your "a" in the
second round of the play-offs.
Signed. The Load.
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN : I hope you like your
gift. I've grown very fond of
it-take good care of him. I
want it back at the end of the
year. B. man
ELIZABETH:
A softly
spoken word, a stop, a stare.
A moment captured for
eternity near a hail of nations,
sweetief ?)

SACRILIGIOUS
DOPEFIENDS: Whatever you do,
don't wear it in your belts.
Get it off your chests and out
into the open. Dopey.
PRINCESS<?>:
I may be
weird, but what in heaven's
name is your problem? an
obscene telephone call.
BILLY: JOINB.I.O.! S&G
TERRY: Don't let her fold!
We need Mr. M around as
much as possible, a former
employer.
DEBBIE'S PLACE: Stomach
pains aside, how are you?
Kegs are nice, red foxes finecongratulations on your
selection! asdfghjkl;
JUDY: I love you? a stooped
duck.
P.H.: A riddle-what's slinky
and green and has JMU
written all over it?
(A
glamour queen.)

<■

